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GUARD
AT

OF STEUNENBERG

CARS

POWERS

CASE ENDS IN BOMB EXPLODED IN FIRST

HOICIE, IND

EMENT

NATIONAL

Twelve Companies and Ilaltcry Ordered to Maintain Peace
OF JDRY
During Strike.
M uncle, Ind., Jan. 4.
Twelve companies of infantry and one battery
from
are gathering here under orders peace
The Twelve Men Discharged
Hanley to maintain
Jury Returned Verdict Free- during
railway
the strike of street
at Noon Today After Every
The cars are running toing Union Official Who Has employes.
day and there are no disturbances.
Since the strike opened there has
Effort to Reach Some
Waited Two Years
rioting until the
been continuous
troops began to arrive today.
Kind of a Verdict.
For Trial.
All told, nearly twenty people have
been injured, several of them probably fatally.
The police department has proven
Inadequate to handle the situation FIFTH TIME POWERS HAS
PRESIDENT
Will
and the strikers would attack cars
at different parts of the city simultaneously.
When word was received
FACED COURT FOR MURDER
BE RELEASED FROM BAIL that the flrst company of troops was
en route here, the strikers held a big
It
meeting to diacusa the situation.
Is not known what action was decided upon but there has been peace Alleged He Conspired With Others
Indictment Against Slmpklns Al- since
that time.
damage has been done
to Kill Governor Goebel ot
lowed to Stand- - News Received to Considerable
street cars as the rioters used
attacking
In
freely
atones
clubs
and
Kentucky-- He
Has Studied
at Headquarters In Denver
the cars.
today
operated
being
are
Cars
Law In Cell and Also
Did Not Occasion
while soldiers patrol the principal
lines.
car
Written a Book.
Demonstration.
It is understood that any attempt
by strikers to interfere with the operation of cars, will be dealt with
Ky.,
Georgetown.
Jan. 4. The
verBoise. Idaho, Jan. 4. "The
severely by the military.
Caleb Powers' jury was dismissed at
A.
George
Jury
is
that
dict of the
noon
today being unable to Hgree.
Pettlbone is not guilty of complicucy
Marclal Iav Declared In M uncle.
with the
Powers was charged
in the murder of Governor Frank. A.
4.
'Indianapolis.,
Governor
Jan.
of Governor Ooebel of Kenmurder
linen berg."
JtfThis
a
Hanley today Issued
martial law tucky and this is the fifth trial of
was the brief announcement
placing Major General the case.
ol the jury foreman at 11:15 o'clock proclamation,
of Mucomplete
control
In
McGee
Goebel was shot from the window
this morning and it net at liberty, a
of an office building as he was walkman who will probably not live many ll ice.
ing down the street and it was
days to enjoy his freedom.
charged that
Powers was one of
The jury deliberated for fourteen
three men who formed a conspiracy
SOLD
BABY
upon
BUGGY
a verdict.
hours before deciding
to kill Goebel.
An agreement was finally reached toThe man who actually fired the
day afier many balloU had been
is not known. Powers has detaken.
BOUGHT SHOW TICKET shot
any knowledge of the crime of
nied
All last night the Jury stood ten
which lie is charged.
for acquittal and two for conviction.
During his confinement awaiting a
There was: no change In the vote unfinal
verdict In his case. Powers has
til the final ballot when the two who Husband Sued fur Divorce Case, of
a book of his life which sold
written
to
had stood for conviction consented
.pi-tit- e
Clutniagiio
ltccr
and
well und made him some money.
return a verdict of not guilty and
Income.
He has also studied law and if he
end the long drawn out case.
secures his liberty, he will apply for
tiise A Ki I iM Mayor Drornied.
to the bar and begin the
admission
One result of :he verdict will be
Lincoln. Nebr., Jan. 4. Divorced
of that profession.
that Moyer, Indicted for complicacy because she sold the baby carriage to practoe
He
has made a special study of
ill the same crime, will be released .my herself a theater ticket is the
from bail thU afternoon and will plight of Mrs. Hudolph Dartzat, Jr. the points in his own case and has
materially the attorneys who
litver face trial for the same affair. In his petition Bartzat alleged his aided
When the Jury slowly filed into the wife was extravagant in her tastes defended him.
Jury
had been out more than
The
court ronm, there were not many and lacking in thrift. Whenever she forty-eighours before it was dispiesent.
l'ettibone, wane and sick s anted a new dress or to satisfy a
looking from two yearn of constant ficctirg whim she would dispose tif charged.
confinement awaiting trial, was sur- seme article of furniture, usually at
rounded by a few personal friends a fraction of its value. Bartzat said
and the members of ills counsel. He he did not like this, but he thought MAIL DELIVERED
smiled feebly when told that lie was th3 climax had come when she sold
h free man. lie did not speak ex- - a J20 baby carriage for $1 to buy
to V" tll,t hp te,t Justice had a t'eket to the rov. VVh hlf
CV'e
TUBES
n" lu.n m..vi done him. xJtttlibonu came home carrying the
baby
was veleased from custody at once vowed he would Btand it no Hartsat
longer.
l.
and will probably return to the
where it his been necessary
KaiisJis
t'lly Postmaster Advocates
.New System Greatly Imfor him to remain for tome time unproves Service.
der guard. Now, however, there will BIG STEAMER AND GREW
be no guard.
s,
Simp-kinCi'.y.
Mo., Jau. 4. Pneuagainst
Kansas
The indictment
Jack
matic mail tubes 10 the residence diswho is a fugitive, will be allowed to stand, bin. even if he is later
tricts of Kansas City and therefore
MISSING FOR MANY
captured, it la doubtful if he is ever
much better service Is to be advo'
brought to trial.
cated by J. H. Harris, postmaster, at
a meeting of postmasters
No Dcmoifslration In Denver.
at the
Denver, Jan, 4. But few persons
Knickerbocker club iti New York city
LONG
DAYS
In
were
January 24. The meeting will be
the office of the Western
helii to begin a movement to interest
Federation of Miners in this city tocongress in . making appropriations
day when the news of Fettibone's
acquittal was received.
for pneumatic tube systems for the
.No demonstration
was made.
swift movement of mall.
iKrne.st Mills, the acung secretary, Last Hope Disappeared When
The Flatbush Taxpnyers' associais the only officer of the federation
tion of New York city and the TaxJn the city. He said the acquittal had
Sister Boat Arrived With-o- ut payers' alliance of the Bronx have
been expected an there was not a
called the meeting.
Several well
particle of evideuce connecting
known speakers will be present.
Having Sighted Loss.
with the conspiracy to kill
"I believe that congress can be
SSteunenberg or a general
interested in the proposition," Mr.
conspiracy against the foes of tn
Harris said. "Boston and Philadelphia are the only cities in the Uniminers' unions. He said he antici- HARD PASSAGE CAUSED
pated that the rase against Presited States which
have pneumatic
dent Moyer would be dropped.
BY STRONG HEAD WINDS tube systems extending to the residence sections. In these cities the
tube service has been extended Into
four district with the result that letEARL OF YARMOUTH
Me.,
'Portland,
Jan. 4. Another ters
may bo written and posted late
hope that the missing Canadian Pa- at
cific steamer Mont Hoyal with four ingnight and delivered the next mornat
the same time with letters th.it
WILL FIGHT DIVORCE hundred passengers and her crew were mailed
much earlier.
might be towed into port disappeared on the arrival here today of the
Allan Line steamer Hungarian.
bister of Harry Thaw Will Have to
As the Hungarian was twenty days LABORERS INVESTIGATE
Prove 4 hi of Several Disagreeout
from Glasgow and a week overable Things to Secure
due, the shipping circles of London
lYeedom.
were
led to believe ghe.had fallen in
THE PANAMA CANAL
London, Jan. 4. The solicitors of
the Mont Hoyal which left Antthe Karl of Yarmouth whose wife, with
werp December 7 for St. John. No
formerly Muts Alice Thaw, who has trace of
the Mont Hoyal was seen by
Chicago. Jan. 4. The Internabegun suit for the nullification of the Hungarian.
tional Association of Steam Shovelera
her marriage, have given notice that
pasAllan
The
liner
a
had
hard
they propose to defend the action.
and Dredgemen decided yesterday at
sage due to heavy headwinds.
the annual convention to send SecreLewis and Ijewls, ihe famous tirm
tary T. J. Dolan to Panama to InGeorge
ir
of solicitors of which
vestigate conditions In
Lewis, the beat known lawyer In Eng- WOMEN'S CLUBS
the canal
zone.
land is the head, will represeut the
to obtain data on
The object
countess. Insanity previous to marwhich to base the new wage scale
of the
riage,
to be voted on next April.
marriage relation of the existing
CAUSE
marriage axe the only grounds upon
under the Knglisti law, a
whiclv.
inarrn'ge may be annulled.
MOTHER RETAINS
Sun
Divine Ask
forty
l'iiillng Attornc)4 Alton! .Marriage Annulment.
PERJURY CHARGE
INCUBATOR BABY
San Francisco, Ja...
The Ttev.
Tanner, of Oakland, has
Walter
WILL BE PUSHED conducted
a symposium on the diKansas .Indue Says He Has Xo
n
ve ree evil. Forty lawyers were askod
Scoond
t.r Solomon
for their opinions as to the leading
Not So Kasily Solved.
for divorces, ami the majorto Druec causes
Another I liiipter Ailtli-i- l
Topeka,
Jan. 4. In a decision toity
answered
that
women's
clubs
1 iu In lor Title aiul l.ntale.
the greatest factor. They held day Judge Pollock of the United
London. Jan. 4. At a conference were the
States
circuit court announced that
modern woman's cluh life
today of .lie lawyers und others in- that
his court had i,.i Juris. lie ion In the
fo'ierel the aftinity idea and hat it "lro
terested in the claim of George
ubator
Baby", case.
woman
proper
from
attracted
her
Dsu u to the estate and title sphere.
This leaves ine hild in charge of
Some of the more radical
of Portland it was decidof he
.Mrs.
K.
Charlotte
Bleakley,
the
societies were
ed that .U'ttr receiving the reports held that even tochurch
blame for unhnppl-ties- s mother.
of the d ii tor and surveyor w ho at- in a inmeasure
Mrs.
Barclay,
to
Junes
whom
the
the
homes.
of he Druce
tended the
child was given by adoption nt the
cotlln on behalf of he claimant, to
World's Fair in sit. Louis, will apuoimiiits
iah's
of
Herebit
prosecution
wobk
the
cont'iiiic
peal to the United States supreme
lirucc for perjuiy.
York Postmaster
Safe fcii court.
In
and I' iv, sign Thereon.
abizox v kaii
B'liigh.impton, N. V.. Jan. 4.
What Is a (..'illinium'.'
Bl
LAID Ol F.
Beginning
with
lomormw
professional
When
Douglas, Ariz.,
Thirty-eig4
cracksmen entered
Jan.
.
evening.
Flcti h r Cook.
the port Dickinson postoftlce some
In the local railroad shops
men
rector of St. John s episcopal
time last night they found hanging of the Kl Paso & Southwestern were
church, will start a series of- 4 to the safe iloor a card bearing the laid off yesterday. Th reduction In
lectures bearing upon he connotice: "This safe Is unlocked."
the force Is said to be d ue to the lull
neral!y.
4 duel of young men
The burglars opened the safe and in the railroad business and no
Intisubject
tomorrow
Itcv. I'ook's
took about 12a worth of stamps. Two mation was given otliciii l'y as to how
evening will be "Wh it la a 4 years ago tlie postoftice was robbed, long they will be off. The men who
taken as a result
4 lii'iitlcm in
the burglars blowing open and de- are dropped are
all depart111
The
of a recent editorial
stroying the safe. Postmaster Nash ments, the machine from
hnp, blacksmith
on
commenting
the
bought a new safe, and since that fcliop and car shops, all departments
4 Citizen
of
of Ihe
pastf
time lie has taken the precaution losing approximately an
slateme.it
numTrinity church. New York, that e which lust night made it unnecessary ber. The men had hopt equal
d
the
lie couldn't solve the problem.
for the cracksmen to resort to nitro- reduction made a ahort timeihat
ago
in
Kev. Cook promises to answer
glycerine.
It is thought the bur- the number of working hours In the
Die q'.i sMon.
glars are the men who robbed the day would prove sufficient, and no
bank at Truxton on Sunday night.
further reduction would be made.
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BANK OF

ABOLISH
IN CHICAGO

SOCIETY

SCHOOLS

Foundation and Did Great
Damage People Made a
Wild Rush to Escape.
NEGRO

Present a Strong
Resolution at the Next
Educators' Meeting.

Hon Will

PORTER, AND

COMPLIES WITH STATE ACTS

TWO CLERKS INJURED

AND COURT DECISIONS

Investigation Showed Explosive Societies Create Snobs and Are
Had Been Left In Toiltt Room
Harmful to Work of Students-Doz- en
In Basement - Structure
or More Now In
One of Mosti;ostly In
Business District.
Likes Plan.
Existe-

nce-Superintendent

Kansas City, Mo., J. n. 4. A bomb
was exploded "In the oisement of the
magnificent three stoiy marble building of the First National bank at the

corner of Tenth street and Baltimore
avenue, In the business center shortly after noon today, cuuslng much
damage.
Elbert Ward, a negro porter, was
seriously Injured and two bank clerk
are also hurt but not seriously.
Two Hundred Peoplo in Panic.
There were two hundred and fifty
persons In the bank at the time the
explosion occurred and they made a
wild scramble for the street. An investigation developed the fact that
the bomb had been placed In a toilet
room of the basement twenty feet
from the main vault. The building
was shuken as If by an earthquake.
Costly Marble Strip lure ltutncd.
The First National ' Hang building
was one of the mo
costly in the
business district. It W'Wi erected about
years
ago and .'as ornamented
five
throughout
with the most expensive
marble. Had It not b'en for the fact
that it was a new bul ding, llre'proof
ana of steel superstructure, It would
have undoubtedly oollupsed.
As it Is, the building is greatly
damaged and portions of it may have
to be remodeled.
The police and c;t
are
person
at work trying to e J th
WHO left
A9 DJlil-- .
No Clue to IVrpctralo of Crime.
There U no clue upon which to
work as a number of people have
passed in and out of the basement
this morning.
It Is believed that whoever left
the bomb did so only a few minutes
before it exploded and he probably
lighted the fuse Just before leaving
the bank.
The room in which the bomb was
exploded was used by the public and
it was not diltlcult for ajiy one to
have left the bomb there. The bank
otficlals say they know of no motive
for the crim?.

MANY JAPS
ORIENTAL

Chicago, Jan. 4. Otto C. Schneid
er, president of the boarfl of education, it Is announced today, will In
troduce a resolution at the next
meeting or the board prohibiting the
further existence of fraternities and
societies In the city high schools and
making membership
In
them, a
ground for expulsion of pupils from
ine schools.
Superintendent
of Schools Cooley
is strongly m ravor of the proposed
action. i tie proposed action is claim
ed to be in direct line with a score
of state decisions and state enact
ments made within the past three
years.
Societies Work For Harm.
It Is also claimed that the exist
etice of societies and fraternities, de- tract from general interest in school
work as well as to create a snobbish
ness and unhealthy
rivalry among
the pupils.
There are a doxen or more frater
ntties among the high schools of tho
city and nearly all of the students
who are not too poor belong to one
of the organizations.
It is believed that the board will
pass the proposed legislation without
dissension.
WAITING

1,000. YEARS
EOS

'

MURDERED

NEXT

.

SiEAl

Life of Toad In Bronx Zoo
Burhyl 500 Feet In Limestone.

WOMAN

Jai

4.

CONFEDERATE
FOR

LIFE

INiit. Mortem
F.xnmlniilhtii
Shows
Blows Were Hce.todl)r Struck
liuprmt of Man's Knuckles
On Forehead.
Newark. N. J Jan. 4. The woman
found murdered at Harrison, N. J.,
struggled valiantly for her life before
she succumbed to the blows which
rendered her unconscious.
This Is
one of the conclusions reached by the
surgeons who performed the autopsy
last Sunday and Just made public,
the fact waa brought out yesterday
afternoon, that, besides the two blows
st the base of the skull previously
told of. County Physician Converse
and his assistants discovered that the
victim had been struck heavily slightly above the left eye.
None of the bruises showed externally during the lirst few days following the find of the body, but now,
owing to the process of decomposition, they are plainly evident.
The whole truth of the result of
the
has not been told
yet.
Dr. Converse Is awaiting the
holding of the Imiuent for that purpose. In their present state the features of the woman tell a story that
has hardly 'been hinted at. A close
examination bears out the truth, of
this assertion.
standing out plainly on the left
forehead Is the almost exact marking
of tt man's clinched fist, even to Indentations
as If made by bony
knuckles. These marks are the natural results of a blow struck by a blunt
weapon which failed to break the
Bkln. Congealed blood discloses what
has heretofore
escaped the most
careful observers.
At the autopsy
the surgeons satisfied themselves tha
blow
such a
had been struck, but
they did not cut Into the skin at
that point because of the desire to
preserve the features for Identification. The two bruises from blows at
the base of the skull were sufllcient
to make them sure that the woman
had flrst been rendered unconscious
and then drowned, as the water In
the lungs proved.
It is thus being established that
three distinct blows were struck the
conclusion was reached bv the Burgeons that the woman w'ho In life
was naturally powerful, was not an
easy victim for the man who killed
her. They think that if the mystery
Is ever solved It will show that there
was a life and death struggle In the
lampblack swamp Christmas

Fair

tonight

SOLDIERS

DON'T WANT FEDERAL

Tennessee Organization of
Veterans Calls Upon Representatives In Congress to
Oppose the Measure.
STRONG

RESOLUTiDNS

BY CHEATHAM

.

BIVOUAC

post-morte-

eve.

Dr. Mulligan, of Harrison, who was
present at the autopsy, uld a reporter that tho surgeons had found
proof of a third blow but refused
to go Into details.
The Identification of the dead woman as Mrs. Agnes Young having,
proved faJse by the finding of the latter alive and well, the case reverU To
where tt ten last Thursday, when thv
iiHKen iioiiy was araggra out or the
stagnant pool.

Slraiifcc

SURVEYOR-GENER-

OF

AL

Says That AH States ot the South
Should Care for Their Soldiers
Out of the PublicTreasury
as Many of Them Aro
Doing at Present.
Nashville, Tenn., Jan. 4. At a.
meeting last night, Frank Cheatham
Bivouac of the United Confederal
Veterans. SilnntAH a Minlnllnn
questing the southern representatives
in congress 10 ao everything in their
power to defeat the proposed pensioning of Confederate soldiers by
the government.
The resolution says in part:
"We do not need the paternity of
the government. We consider It th
duty of our respective states formerly composing the Confederate States
of America to care for the worthy
needy Confederate soldiers out ot
their state treasuries as many are
now doing with great liberality."

DEMOCRATS CORRAL
OKLAHOMA

LANDS

Xeat Plan by Which, it Is Proposed
to Dlsposjsess llepubUauns of
IlanclieH ami Oolonlse Tracts
W ith Oood Old I nwaslied.
Outhrle, Okla., Jan. 4. fUuee ths
legislature adjourned for the holidays
It is learned a plan was developed
glting tv the plats school land, teas
ing uonra power to cut up all Ins
school tracts, now being; leased la
greater than 15l-- cr
farms and release them In quarter section tracts.!
This will be done in order to compel republicans, who are. now holding such lands under leases, to cur-renthem and to place democrats
In possession Instead. It is figured
that several thousand democratic
farmers may then be colonised on
western lands, now being held, as a
rule, by cattle men in Woods, Woodward, Beaver and adjoining counties.
The land when leased heretofore
good for grazing purposes only, and
eases nKve ueen rerusea wnsre th
land was fit for cultivation.
This
tllatl of IhA itAtnnnrala will .1AAH
some of the best equipped and best
Kiiunn rsocnes in western Oklahok. n Pinnl.t
ma. An
' ' AAtlVA
" ' - Inhhu
" 1. c I.
J
"''
change
Is anticipated.
Recently,
It
.
.
. . Is
. ..
n.
.1
nave Deen seeking;
enioiro,
possession iniiii
of these lands, and under
the democratic plan colonists from
the Inie Star State will be encouraged.
infective IVoblng Coal Trust.
Even James A. Menefee, stats
,i Mi i
treasurer of Oklahoma i
that he bplieVAJt Stnr tu rr Cn.,.!,..
of the treasury department, becauss
oniciai rea lape, will rerun to
honor his warrant drawn recently lt
Kansas City for the flrst tsnn una
payment of Oklahoma's S5.000.00
school fund from the national to ths
state treasurer. Menefee believes
Cortelyou will demand further evi- (lenCA of action - nn Iha nl,U,
V...
u
U1Q
...v
"JV i
Oklahoma legislature.
It Is learned that
Charles J. West, attorney general.
has CH- - He .1- to hA .m.. ,n iwa.
A
detective of known reputation k'ito'mil
assist In ferreting out violations of ths
itiuiioiiin constitution by the coal
and various other
trusts. It
Is statu. l that ih
In Oklahoma.
To lU'inove Sluto I'nlverslty.
A well founded rumor
here an.
n ounces an organized
plan affecting
state educational
Institutions.
Ths
burning of the administration building of the state university made Its
consummation possible. The plan la
to remove the state university from
Norman to Kl Iteno, using the remaining buildings at Norman
a
state law school. A rider to forthis
movement Is the locating of the three
additional normal schools. Ardmore,
Tahlequah and Clareniore are each
to get one.
der

4. Pythagoras.
New York, Jan.
the toad, ate his first meal in l.OOt)
y.ars yesterduy at the Bronx ioo.
Four Mies and "an earthworm constituted the meal of the little black
(feature that had been buried for
so many centuries In limestone rock
live hundred feet down In a silver
mine at Butte, Mont.
His eyes had been so long nut of
use that when the files were placed
him the toad clumsily thrust
ARRIVING IN before
ins tongue to one sltln or the insects.
But after several efforts Pythagoras
succeeded In licking them up. He
swallowed the worm as though his
QUARTERS
throat was rusty from lack of prac

tice.

I0AU0 LOSES MS

J0BJ00N
President Sends Request For
His Resignation and Will
Make Cleaning Out.

The ancient toad Is slowly recovering his eyesight and the use of his ADMINISTRATION
OF OFFICE
limbs and Is gradually turning green
OF VANCOUVER
again, as he was in the middle ages.
DISPLEASED DEPARTMENT
He has already emitted several feeble
sounds, but the croak hasn't come
Washington, D.
, Jan.
4. PresiPolice Made No Attempt to
dent Roosevelt has requested the resignation
of
Kagleson,
Krnest
the
C
Disarm Yellow Men Who SCIENTIST SAYS HE
surveyor general of Idaho.
This announcement was made at
Have Hundreds of Firethe White House today by Senator
MAKES ALL METALS Hiyburti,
who said there was a general dissatisfaction with Kagleson's
arms In Homes.
administration
of his office and
complaint had been made by ths InSlinly of ibidiiun Itat'liirrs Slcinls-- r of terior department.
He indicated that
Vancouver. B. C, Jan. 4. The unClilcngo University Faculty, Will
there would be a general cleaning
explained arrival of three hundred
In
employes
out
of
the office of the
I Jesuit In ilianging of Metals
Jajianese In Vancouver yesterday and
surveyor general at Holse.
from One to Aiurtlx-r- .
the prosiect of an Influx of a thousand within the next month from
Honolulu are features of the oriental
WHOLE FAMILY
situation here. Otllcers of the astatic ingChicago, Jan. 4. That the changof elemental metals Into one anexclusion league are much perturbed.
now
possible
was the startSo far no action has been taken by other is
yesterday by Prof.
ttie police toward disarming the Jap- ling claim main
UP
anese. It Is fiuld there aro a hun- Herbert N. MV;Coy of the University
dred firearms in the Japanese section. of Chicago at the final meeting Ad-of
the American Association for the
Horse kicked lilacksmlili
of Kelence.
.ipam;si: dfad i kom poison vancement
jii ijcg woman s Jiip iiroken
The study of radium he declared,
and Daughter Hum a llrokcn
is
likely to bring a complete solution
Son Alleges Foul I 'lav and Invcti;.'!!-Ilo.Nuc iIh)
proldem
of
of
al
the
transmutation
Will he Made.
ready
declared.
Las Animas. Colo., Jan. 4. In the
South Norwalk, Conn.. Jan. 4.
death of James Kzawa, a Japanese
Kicked by a horse and his leg brok
reslaurant keeper of this place, yes- BLOODY CHINESE
en, Irving P. Taylor was being carterday morning, the on of the dead
ried through tho front door of his
man alleges that thei are suspiciliome at the same moment neighbors
ous circumstances ami announces that
WAR CALLED OFF were carrying Airs. Taylor through
lll have the matter probed.
he
tho back door with a fractured hip.
died from some sort of poisIn tho ensuing excitement Mary,
oning. Tim son slleges poison
was
thirteen-year-oltho
daughter, fell
administered by a member of a con--- I long SoeietJ-- of San FrunciM-o- . Who down stairs d with
tho baby In her
iracy to take his father's life, while
loiiglit Over Prelly Oriental
.Mary's
anus.
nose was broken, but
others advance the theory that lie
(irl Hold Meeting and Smoke
tne baby contributed no part to the
died from ptomaine poisoning. Kza-u- .i
liM) of Pdico Full of Iot.
general
fracturing.
was 45 years old. The son alleges
Taylor Is a blacksmith and lives
tlia' a number of other Jain In this
at No. 10 High street. When Mrs.
vicinity who have ben the enemies
San Francisco, Jan. 4. The blood
J aylor
saw her husband on the
of his father have for a long time iest of tho long wars this country
she hurried to the house,
wanted to get him out of the way. lias ever seen, which originated seven stretcher
Tomorrow a postmortem examination years ago over the Chinese girl and but slipped and fell on some Ice.
In which over fifty persons have been
will bo held.
killed, and more than double that TIIIFVF.S S'IFAIi SV1 i: IV AIT4).
number wounded, was declared off
it a meeting of the various tongs Secured
BRYAN STARTS HIS
2.H.
And F.M'iiM-Took
held yesterday at the rooms of the
t iiesi, i mm street Car.
six companies in this city.
OWN LITTLE BOOM NF.W IIOAD
Jan. 4. Two men stole
SOOV 'IV) OPFHATi: a Rochester.
chost containing I2.85S from a
street car standing in front of the
Ilefore April I lite. lie Coast Uno of Main street east car barns today and
lias Begun Tour of
got safely away with It In nn auto&
St.
Milwaukee
Paul Will lie
to Dciiiocrutsj.
mobile. The
police have notified
Completed to Unite, Mont.
nearby cities to watch for the men,
and
vicinity
the
hi ster Is beof
Lincoln. Nebr., Jan. 4. Wil- Chicago, Jan. 4. Hefore April 1. ing scourei by detectives,
and pollec-is- n
liam J. Bryan Is expected In
the Pad tic Coast extension of the
In automobiles.
Lincoln next Monday. He will
& B:. Paul railroad will
Milwaukee
to the Identity
There is no
addresn the democrat at a ban- Im
completed to Hut'e, Mont., and a of ttie robbers. clue
Most of the money
4 quel In Omaha Monday evening
through train service established.
was
lu
silver
coins,
and the chest
and then leave for Chicago.
I
It Is expected that trains can ho was so heavy that one
man could
run through to Seattle early In 1909. not carry It.
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MEN

SHOT

AJDJVERE
Two Die

In

Chicago

Tldevc'

As
DullclH.

Ite-uil-

t

,f

Chicago, Jan. 4. While Clly Deteo-tiv- e
Mooney v as lying on his death
bed In a hospltaJ last night, just sfter
Identifying the thief who hot Mm
down Thursday. Patrolman Michael
Callahan on a hunt for the two companions of Mooney' assailant met ths
same fate.
Dike Mooney, ho accosted a little
group of men on the street corner
and Inquired their business and one
of them shot and fatally wounded
him.
Callahan wounded a companion of hU assaiUnt and h id him until assistance came.
All of the members
of ths two
gangs whom Mooney and Caliaha.i
eocounteied
have been captured.
Mooney died early loday.

fcATlHOVY. JAM'AHV

SAY, MARY C
TO LIVE WITH THE HEAD HUNTERS?
1

1

BORN--A-

itorr

RAILROAD DEPARTMENT
.aa-- a

s

a.

npn!cllnr

runs

lowly

tt I IX ntiiiT

into

tlie

FOR

J If

round- -

nun

Pnso,

LIKE

sr JWi

RACERS

II

":

I

1

J

ill

Chicago. Jan. 4. Fancy a young
woman, pretiy. refined, cultured, a
graduate of the Chicago university,
and accustomed to the enjoyments
of polite society, living In a thatched
bark hut nmong the savage headhunting Pognlios of the Philippines.
There is where Laura K. Henedlct,
representing
student of humanity.
the Field museum, is spending the
winter.
Her friends were horrified when
she told them of her Intention six
Her family declared
months ago.
she should not expose herself to
any such danger; the head hunters
had lived for centuries without the
world at large knowing how, a few
more years wouldn t matter.
The directors or tne teid museum
ere Just a little doubtful when s'-first suggested that she go to live aHogoear among the
Her earnest Insistence finally
bos.
won. Now the directors are enthus
upon the
iastic over the reports
cus
mgs, religious rites, legends,
toms, habit", games and sports or the
savages.
little brown
The llogolios are but one of half a
g
tribes in central
dozen
and northern Luzon. They are con- among
themselves.
tantly warring
savnge
gusto.
iking heads with
ceremonials
Weird, wild, fantastic

I

m

1

head-hunti-

head-huntin-

of tlio

M.VOgC

mark each success.
Their weapons comprise a keen,
head-ad
a light wooden
shield, bound about
with thongs
not unlike buckskin, and the long,
spear,
d
light,
hunting
the most dangerous weapon of all in
They throw It with
their attacks.
unerring accuracy.
Kvery lncur.-fliagainst the enemy
Is for but one purpose, to take heads.
They do not rob or burn or pillage.
They merely kill and take away the
bead of every victim. They expect
this in return and Urk no quarter.
Tribal tradition tells of many vicof
tories against the Spaniards,
whole companies of these invaders
beheaded, and of long savage orgies
Kvery Bogobo
in celebration.
hut
has its grewsome trophies of victory
polished skulls that hang about the
No young Bogobo
walls.
warrior
may marry until he has taken the
enemy.
an
head of
When one of their number loses
his head he is buried with savage
pomp.
The headless corpse Is covered in a silling posture, and according to their belief th head will be
returned in the life to come.
The head hunters live upon tropical fruits, sweet potatoes and rice,
which grow abundantly
without
cultivation.
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GIVE US A CHANCE
figure on that bill of lumber.
Our lumber comes from our own
mills located In the best body of
timber In New Mexico.
A largo stock
of dry spruce
dimension on hand. Why not buy
the best when It Is Just as cheap?
It will pay you to look Into this.
To

ARIZONA

fighter, but whose word Is law, or Says Santa Fe Central
COIXIXil? TYPKS.
ti i be wiih tlie team; and the
There are types of character ought
h
himself, whose
New Mexico Increases Supply among
Planing Extensive
the students or any college or president
ioned
have to be modified in
methods
considerable size which are possibly
of World Says U. S.
more distinctive, more clearly differ- accordance wlih modern progress.
Outside of the distinctly college
entiated, and certainly more inter- - types,
there are those who are no
sting and entertaining to study
Geological Survey.
less
amusing, such as the multi-m- il
than in any other walk of life. The
Sam B. Grimsh.nv. general man- reason for this Is probably due to the lionaire, Hiram Holton, who endows
the college and makes it all sorts of Kcr of the Santa to cenirai run- old
are
not
fact
students
the
that
A press bulletin just Issued by the enough
and have not seen enough of gifts because it hud expelled him road, with headquarters at hanta
Geological Survey has the fol the world and its business worries and so allowed him to lay the foun Fe, X. M., spent a few hours in the
.
dations or a business career at an city Thursday en route to Los Angeto get Into a rut, to become crystal
lowing to say about New Mexico
town marshal!
lized, so to speak, and lose their own early age: and the sternly
copper output:
endeavTibbetts, who
les, says the Tucson Star. He was
may
be, Daniel
individuality.
However,
this
to assert his legal rights, but accompanied by hi brother, SuperA substantial increase in produc
there is plenty of individuality in the ors
Ignoininlously through
the intendent Howard Grimshaw, of the
fails
tlon, attributed mainly to the Burro characters of college life that George machinations
and slrategems of the Litchfield division jf the Chicago,
delightfully witty
Mountain camp, was the feature of Ade presents in hisCollege
students.
whose headBurlington & Qulncy,
Widow,"
"The
the copper Industry In New Mexico comedy,
The women characters are no less quarters are at Jacksonville, 111.
characters, the like of which every
of the
In 1906.
The total output of blister student nnd alumnus will recognize well drawn and each one
gentlemen
stated
inai iney
Both
who help on the plot believed the financial flurry
within
in a flock of girls
copper for the year amounted to and rejoice to see portrayed
personality
a
as
distinct
out
siauds
spent
its force
30
days will have
7.0y.X42 pounds, a gain or aDout mimic world. This popular play will
Is
it
each
role
efWhen
that
added
appreciable
an
will
have
house Is intrusted to an actor especially and
1.700.00U pounds, compared with the be seen at the Klks' opera
fect in the way of reiardlng project- output of 1SUD.
'lite production Monday night.
casuitability
selected
for
his
and
railway Improvements alter l.iai
Among the types which Mr. Ade pability, it needs no
came chletiy from the llurro Moun
further assur- ed
period has elapsed.
dis has selected for exploitation In "The ance
tain and Santa
College
Is
Widow"
that
"The
i ne
College Widow" are the following:
Sam U. Grimsnaw saia:
tricts in Orant county.
a play which amuses Santa
Fe Central Is planning exten
Mountain
district The athlete, wonse fame has preced emphatically
The Burro
no
one
entertains;
and
thai
and
sive improvement of its track ana
southwest of Silver City, yielded ed him. and whose acquaintance to lover
of the drama, who cares to see right of way and an increase In Its
of the total output of the college ranks as a candidate for
about one-ha- lf
upon
reproduced
really
It
Is"
"as
life
say,
shop force at Florence, X, Mi. They
rootball honors, is eagerly and
The mines of this
the territory.
to miss.
past year has Deen a very ausrac-tordistrict are less than 400 feet deep proudly welcomed. There Is no such the stage, can afford
O
one from the point of financial
as that existing among
and are not very wet. Transportation
"ANTONY
AND
CLEOPATRA."
return to the company on its invest
to a branch line of the Santa Fe school boys and collegians, and this
brings
by
capitally
exampllned
case
II.
to
is
in
Hanford,
ments
and It is possible that next
who
the
Charles
Railway at Silver City Is effected
wagon, but the construction of a nar of Billy Bolton, the halfback of At- - the Elks' opera house on Tuesday, year will witness tne completion oi
railway was begun In water College, where Mr. Ade has Jan. 7, his magnificent scenic revlv plans for the extension ot the roaa
row irauKe
southwest
Is one to points northwest and
1908. The concentrates are shipped laid his scene. The youth who has al of "Antony and Cleopatra,
little to say, but who comes well to of the few actors who make their that will afford it freight traffic conto Arizona and Colorado smelters
In accordance nections with roads other than the
and some ore goes to the Comanche the fore when called upon In an. productions strictly
Mur with their own ideas. From year to Santa Fe, the Klo Orande and the K.
smelter at Silver City, whence the emergency such as "silent"
un
year his representations have kept P. & N. 1?., which it now has at Its
matte Is Bhlpped to Arizona for con phy. The country boy, uncouth,
with the junction points, the terminals of the
The labor employed Is gainly, shy, but who, under new In pace In scenic grandeur
version.
fluences, blossoms forth in Solomon-lik- e ever increasing brilliancy of his per road.
largely Mexican.
(Howard Grimshaw said: ' The
glory as to raiment nnd be- sonal fame. And this performar
The deposits of ihe Santa Rita
of souihern and central Ildistrict, east of .Silver City, were comes proficient In all up to date Is universally regarded as the cl!
worked by Indians before the com slang. Who has not known a "Hub mlnating achievement of his career linois by the McKInley Interurban
but has
the both as a pluyer and a producer. The system has not retarded
lng of the Spanish explorers. The Hicks." and Stub Talmadge,
exdistrict maintained Its output in 190S busiest of the busy, intruding him- role of Antony is one whose demands rather stimulated the building Inof Illiroads
steam
or
of
the
grace,
sorts
tensions
voice
operation
personal
ana
of affairs und of
chiefly through
self into all
musical
the
places, whether they concern him or intelligent reading, make It peculiar nois. Within the last three months
leases. Th ore deposits of this dl
the Burlingion has taken over the
trlct somewhat resemble those of not, but so good natured as rarely to ly congenial to Mr. Hanford s talent
Then there are the and he has proved no less welcome IVkln branch of tlie old C. P. & St.
Globe, ArU. The surface iuarizlte give offense.
young
person
gloomy
and has completed the construcpreternaturally
U
ranges
up
In
admiring
public
to
always
as
an
to
the
200 feet
thick
which
ness and is underlain by porphyry ollle Mitchell; Jack Larrabee, whose Antony of Cleopatra's court than he tion of an air line between Jacksonville and Sprlngtleld. This new line
carries cuprite and native copper In love for the game has brought him whs us the Antony of Julius Caesar
Its countless
fractures
and Joints, back to act as football coach; the imperial household. Miss Alice WU Is perhaps the most unique in the
tutor, Copernicus Tal- son Is cast for the part of Cleopatra country. It is literally as straight as
porphyry
carries
The underlying
unhealthfully one which enables her to win dis the crow flies. There Is not a curve
chalcoclte ores along certain zones bot, who has been
mind never Unction as an interpreter of the wo In the entire dl" ' " between the
Those crammed and whose
of crushing and alteration.
possible for
very
rich, but rises above or sinks below. If you men of ihe classics. The play will two cities, and
ores were In places
like,
extraordinary one to stand
and
uinmlt of the
Greek
roots
now
with
isms: the be produced
been
almost
exhaust
thev have
Burlington-Wabas- h
Including a premier
electric tow
equipment.
ed and the bulk of the production trainer Matty McGowan, and
cr
ksonvllle and
In - 1906 rume
danseuse and a corps de ballet.
from ihe quartzlt
train running
of i
leader of orchestra, a director
ores. Tlie native copper and cuprite
Kin as it has
chorus and an expert electrician
are recovered mainly by the use of
limits."
Novel pictorial effects will be Intro i
hand Jigs, and the rich concentrates
to lend atmosphere to the
diiced
produced art shipped to Kl Paso for
leart, or Kld-- t
stage pictures which afford a setting
smelting.
len thee or-- I
for this stupendous tragedy of the
The ores of the Hanover district,
n't drug the
Nile.
lying Just east of Samu Rita, occur
dethe Heart or
chiefly us contract met.itnorphlc
a makeshift.
A tickling cough, from any cause !
posits In limestone. At the Hanover
'by
C.
wn to drug-- g
Is quickly stopped
Dr. Shoop
mine, which is another prehistoric
thoroughIt
Shoop's Ite-- a
is so
CoUBh Cure. And
working, the ores have been greatly
ly harmless and safe, that Dr. Shoop
tlve is pre-- p
oxidized and secondarily enriched.
se weak in-- a
tells mothers everywhere to give it
The ores of the district go to Silver
even to very
hese nerves,
without hesitation
City anil to Arizona smelters for
green
Snoop's Beyoung
Sanbabes.
The wholesome
bi
treatment. Branch lines of the
Relieves Colds by working them out
Ud
and see
at
ta Fe railway enter both this and of the system through a copious and leaves and tender s; ems of a
resolution to stop experijine.
Free
mountainous shrub, furnish 1M
the Santa Rita districts.
uest by Dr.
menting and 'stick ( loathe
the curative properties to Dr. Shoop's sa
of copper- was healthy action of the bowels.
A small quantity
is
ur
1
health
Magdalena
Cough
the
calms
coueh.
by
Sr
Cure. It
the
produced in 906
Relieves coughs by cleansing the and heals
Bitter. You'll be thankful district
the sore and sensitive u
In ctocorro county, where the
' test. All
Xo opium, Dt
ores are asociated with valuable de- mucous membranes of the throat, chest bronchial membrane.
many times afterwards. For
no chloroform, nothing harsh used
posits of zinc and lead.
and bronchial tubes.
i earth, you
g
suppress,
dimply a
copper-mininInjure
to
or
54 year it has been curing
An account of the
int column
resinous plant extract, that helps to cat
Industry In 1906 has Just been pub"As pleasant to the Utte
We get re- Poor Appetite, Intomnia,
The Spaniards of
heal aching lungs.
lished bv the I'lilted States GeologMaple Susar"
as
call this hhrub which the Doctor sul
ical Wurvey as an advanced chapter
Dyspepsia, Indigestion,
Always
uses, "The
acred Herb."
from "Mlnerul Resources of the Cullal alment.
Costiveness and Colds,
demand Dr. Shoop's Cough Cure. All j;u1
led States, Calendar Year 1906."
the nationK. O.
Is
Druggists.
report
Mr.
the
The
author
tf
KIDNEYS Try
Ask your druggist for a free
hens stomFar BACKACHE-HE- AR
al
Graton, one of the geologists of the
Huw
of
vA Stfi
survey, who took up the work re- OaHtt'l Wat) ins Bltftsr PUIt-S- uri
Pal Pinto Wells Mineral Water ach
copy of our 1908 Almanac.
he blood,
dig.
cures and prevent constipation. Ak
linquished by Mr, Charles Kirchoff.
bui:
a
your grocer for It.
rewithacrteywe inr auu-rJ. H. O'lUEXLT A CO.
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GAIN

Kvery engine, big or little, fresh
from the locomotive works or grown
old In service, receives the same
men
amount of attention. Kallroad
cannot play favorites, as life or death
often hinges on the result
"If the average man knew the work
enand trouble required to get thatout,"
gine ready to take her train
night
sain an old engineer the other
station, "he certainly
at the union
would be surprised."
To a railroad man an engine Is always "her" and a train Is "she." Just
why Is not certain, unless it Is because an engine is one of the most
fiokle things which mankind has ever
devised for his own benefit, and some
cynics have said a woman is the most
tickle thing man has ever been accorded as a luxury.
When an engine, either passenger,
freight, or "pony," goes to the roundhouse after the completion of the run
or the work In the yards, the engineer runs "her" down to the roundhouse, where a hostler and his helper
take charge.
The hostler has to understand how
to handle the big machine, as he carries "her" down to the coal chute
where the big tank is heaped with
the black diamonds, then down over
hard
the cinder pit, where the real helper
work of the hOBtler and his
big tire
ijrin. All the fire in the
box has to be shaken through the
arm tes In the flooring Into the ash
rtmn beneath.
iDown below In the pit. working
dust from the
the heat and choking scraping,
scrap'
ashes, men are busy
tng continually until the last of the
burning coals have dropped through
to the vigorous
the grates in response
shaking of the grate bars by the
unTfl the ash
helper,
his
and
hostler
(tan Is cleaned out, and then the engine in run ttown on the turntable,
balanced nicely, the helper turns
llt.tl nwftrh at one end of the track,
until the
table swings around
the
pilot 01. the engine .points to the stall
big ma
the
to
and
"her"
aasiirned
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SHOWS GOOD

them.

that

IUKA-HKAMN-

R)

Tnurn K. Hcno Hot. stmlcnt of lit! nuinlty. ami a t)IM
POgOliO llOHl liiinlcr, wIiomo life kIio Is Investigating.

Ti

COPPER

IDEA

N

'I'll IS Ol.l) WOIEI.H OK: OI'HS. IS TI1K IUHTII OK A
M:V IDIvV AMI Till-- I'OltTI NATH PONSKSSOIt OK A KINK
IS WORTH MOUR TO IIIMSKhK AM) MOM? TO TTIU
l.MtGi;
WORLD THAN Till? SANTA Kl? IIAILKOAD.
WHO MAKK A IM'SINKSS OK SORTING
PSYCHOLOGISTS.
OCT IIH.AS AMI SPYING INTO Till? WAYS THK.Y AM?
IIOKN. SAY THAT AKTK.H YOU PASS TIIK AG I? OK
HAYS AI5K FTEUNAI.L7
MlOCT TWK.NTY. VOI II
OVK.lt. IK YOU AltK STIMi ON TIIK TKNPKK SII1? OK
(
NT)
W
A
MAY
AUK
ISK
YOU
i
K
A
WISH TO
THIS
ItKAl) THIS STATKMKNT AGAIN.
NOW TIIK AI.m'Ql'KItOlK CIITZKN C.tllltlES IDEAS IN
STtM'K.
WIIKHE TIIKY CAM K KKOM AND WHO JIII.IU
I'AM'.NTS AltK. IS NKITHKIt UK It I? NOIt T1IKKK. hOMLl
AMINO TIIK LINKS OK IH slNKsS
Oh I IIK..M HI
GETTING. THESE IDEAS WILL:
III II.DING AND THADK
HE SOLD, LEASED OH DENTED TO THE TLULIC, Hill
CASH OH ON THE INSTALLMENT I'LAN.
TIIKY KKKP A YOUNG KKLl,OW A HOUND TIIK OCKICE.
' 'MM KVEHY WEEK. TO IM NOTHING HUT
LOOK A1TEH TIIK ADVKIMiSING. THEHK IS NOTHING
HE I.IKES HETTEH THAN TO HAVE SOME ONK COME
IN AND SY: "IIKHE I WANT TO SPEND r0.00
KVEHY MONTH IN ADVERTISING. I WISH YOIT WOULD
MY IIXNDS. AND lil.N IT AS
TIRK THE WHOLE THING OFF
YOU THINK HEST. I HAVE Cyi'H' H MATTKItS TO
CHK KOH. AND YOU PltOBAIlLY KNOW MOM? ABOUT
IT THAN I, ANYWAY."
A NUMRKH OK AIMQUKHQUK
HUSINKSM MKN HAVE
ALHKADY MADE SUCH A It HANG KM KN TS MOKE AKK
DOING IT EVKKY DAY. ONK WISE MERCHANT. WHO
ATTEMPTS TO I) HAW A LINK DI VI DING THE PATRONAGE
KKOM ADVERTISING. KKOM THAT COMING
1IK RKCKIVKS
THROUGH OTHER C1IANNKLS. INKOKMKD US ONLY
YliS'l KRDAY THAT HIS ADVEKTISKMKNT IN TIIK
ALRUOIKRQUK CITIZKV DURING TIIK TWO MONTHS
IT HAS RUN, HAS NETTED HIM SUKKICIENT TO
PAY KOR TIIK ADVERTISEMENT KOH SIX MONTHS.
ANY ADVERTISEMENT THAT PAYS TOR ITSELF IN
HIRKCT. IMMEDIATE RETURNS. IS A GOOD INVESTMENT,
RECU SE YOU GET YOUR MONEY HACK, AND
TIIK EXTENDED PUBLICITY TO HOOT. RUT WHEN
RESULTS ARE SUCH AS THIS MAN EXPERIENCED
YOU ARE GETTING LITTLE LESS THAN A GOLD MINE.
THE FIRST MAN IN TIIR ADVERTISING FIELD REAPS
S
GLEAN
TIIK FINEST OF THE WHEAT, TIIK
TIIK 8TUBBLKS. DUKE, THE TOBACCO KING, IN CONVERSATION
Wi l li Till? WHITER ONCE SAID: "I BEGAN LIKE ON
A STONE PATCH, WITH A WIFE. A BLIND MULE AND
I AM NOW WORTH THIRTY TWO MILLION
TEN DOLLARS.
BUT I HAVE SPENT KOKTY MILLION IN
DOLLARS.
PROBABLY NO MAN IN ALBUQUERQUE
ADVERTISING."
HAD A MORI? MODEST BEGINNING TILAN MR. DUKE,
HS
NO
IS
REASON WHY ANY MAN WITH EQUAL
AND THEM?
BUSINESS ABILITY. AND POSSESSED OK THE SAME BUSINESS FORESIGHT. SHOULD NOT SUCCEED AS WELL. IF THERE IS.
IT IS AN OLD SAW,
ST ATI? IT TO YOURSELF. AND BE CONSOLED.
BUT A KEEN CUTER, T1LAT SAYS:
"IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE."

.
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WITH SWITCH KNGINKS
J m. A. Hy giving a little training in the art of fire fighting to the men working under him
with the
himself
and preparing
necessary apparatus to convert a
a
fire engine.
switch engine Into
Trainmaster Montague of the Mexi- an Central In .Inures believes that
He will hnve i lire depatimni mat
will be of great value In saving the
cjmpany'? property i'i that city.
ne
Air. Montague rays thai all
erig'ne with i bill- neds is a switch 100
a
pound
and
jifi'i-urer
of
long to reacn me
hone
then
from 'he yenl
An Army of Begrimed Stable buildings
when his men vu iro.nrly trained,
put
the
out
can
ho
he believes
Hands Keep. Them
(lames In short order.
A test of the trainmasters idea
Groomed.
was made In Juarez yesterday afternoon and It was pronounced by all
present to be a success. The test
was made In the presence of railThe busy little engine you may see road,
customs and municipal offimy day In the week punning and cials, who were all well pleased with
nulling string of cars around In the the manner In which the switch enthrew the stream of water.
railroad yards in the city, or the gine
to equip
Mir. Montague expects
iron monster which hauls the each
lnt
company's yard engines
of
"flyers" across the country at a speed in Juarezthewith the necessary hose,
ir a mile a minute, are
nfian
train each switching crew in a
or their and
way that will place them In shape to
tr.ire carefully groomed
riuJiv work ihn mv race horse run act promptly and systematically in
ning nn inv trac-in the country case of a fire in any of the comthe exception of the great pany's buildings or any property
thoroughbred, says the Topeka State within a reasonable distance or tne
Jtmirnn
yards.
w
m
Any railroad man will bear out the
assertion that roundhouse and shops SAXT.V
AIOXK
f ih milnmdx can be compared
ON t'HAIMTY KVTK.
with the great training stables of the
The El Paso & Southwestern, the
k--n
Heltnonts. Whltneys and otn Southern
and other lines run
down ning Into Pacific
ra whose names have gore
Kl Paso have not followed
Into turf history, and the resemblance suit in the action of the Santa Fe In
will be found to be striking.
the charity half rate. Not
racer has an eliminating
The thoroughbred
have they not done tnis at t.i
army of ' .endants, rubbers and vet only
whence came the first an,rgeons to watch over him Paso,
rlna- nouncement of the Santa Ke'a proa
limp,
of
suggestion
a
The .gintest
but so far as the Southern PaUntjtt for his food, and every man posal,
at least Is concerned, this comthe cific
Jack Is busy trying to ascertain
policy will not be altered
the trouble and apply the mendable
riiip nfremedies.
In the slightest In the coming year.
(here
are
men
The
tirotwr
Chief Clerk Pe Pass said yesterand the .needed remedies are also day, when asked about the matter,
there.
"The announcement by the Santa Kc
Arc Wati'lied.
of its withdrawal of ihe charity half
the result of a
It Is the same with the engines, rate for poor was not
the reason that it
hi errat Iron horses of commerce, Joint conference ofentering
Kl
In
Paso
is the only line
The slightest slim of a weakness
v..
Our oltice
any part a leaking Hue heet, an air which has
pump which does not work properly In Tucson has received no notification
and the experts are at hand to of any such action, and It is not beremedy the defect. There are the lieved that the Southern Pacific conmachinists, the boilermakers, the en- templates taking It."
gineer himself and the roundhouse
foreman, to say nothing of the wipers and hostlers.
are hostlers around
Tes, there
railroads the same as around racing
stables, and the duties of the two
classes are considerably alike.
The line of difference between the
however, is
two establishments,
sharply drawn in this one thing. In
of
a racing stable the breadwinner
out
the bunch, the animal which goes with
dav after dav and comes home atthe money, gets the most careful
tention. Kvery stable has Its "dubs,"
iiorses not even good selling-plater- s,
and but scant attention la paid to
Kl
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CABINET MAKING
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UPHOLSTERING a

New Fomitore, Matresses and Cushions Made to
Order. All kinds of Repairing Neailv Done.

S
R

Furnlturo Racking

First Class Work Guaranteed

ANDERSON & SCHICK

524 West Central

Telephone 307
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YOU CAN SAVE

hero-worsh- ip

A checking account will not only help you to spend

your money economically, but it will also aid you

to save money systematically.
When you have a record of every cent you pay out
(which you will have, if you pay by check) you
will be more careful of your expenditures.
A checking account gives you a complete record of
every cent you spend. You get a receipt for each
bill paid. You have safety for your funds and
convenience for your business transactions.
PAY BY CHECK.

THE BANK OF COMMERE
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPIAL AND SURPLUS $200,000
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Kennedy's
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Cough Syrup
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Silver Avenno.
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NEW MEXICO,

Steblei
Telephone

Convenience - Comfort - Security
The telephone makes the
duties lighter, the cares leae
aod the worriea fewer.
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preserve
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Washington, D. t'., Jan. 4. It Is
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 4. The Sanrow generally conceded that all ne- ta Fe New Mexican says:
gotiations looking to a peaceful te.
Governor Curry and Hon. W. 8.
tlenient between the government and Hopewell, president of the territorial
H. Harrlman have been
broken statehood league, had a lengthy conoff. Mr. Harrlman at firs; expressed ference yesterday afternoon concern.

willingness to divorce the Union Paand Southern Pacific railroads,
both of which are under his control.
Later on he seems to have come to
the conclusion that he could defy
the government once more, and the
negotiations have been dropped.
Within a fe- - days, unless some
word Is received from Mr. Harrlman,
the attorney general will announce
the Intention of the deimrtment of
Justice to Hie a suit to compel the
dissolution of the close relations
between the Union Pacific
and Southern Pacific. It may be two
or three weeks before the suit actually Is brought, owing, to the absence In Kurope at the present time
of one of the special counsel, who
la particularly familiar with this case.
The suit naturalty win be nted In
the west, and possibly at Omaha,
which is the natural eastern terminal
of the Union Pacific system, although
Kansas City would be equally
tageous as a point or prosecution.
The general lines or the suit will
)e conducted on tne principle established In the Nortnern Securities
cases as a result of which the combination between the northern transcontinental lines was utterly broken up.
Ileal Point of Weakness.
It was shown on the trial of the
case that the Northern Pacific and
the Great Northern were unquestionably competing lines. Each system
ran east and west through the states
of Minnesota, North Dakota, Montana, Idaho and Washington. Each
reached Liuluth, Helena, Seattle and
The circuit
other common points.
court found that these roads were,
public
in
and
the
estimation they
have ever been, regarded as 'parallel
and competing lines.
in the case of the Northern Securities one great point at issue was
to determine whether or not a holding company created by the principal
owners of two competing railroads,
being a device expressly Intended to
restrain and monopolize interstate
commerce by merging the interests of
the Northern Pacific and the Great
railways,
could prevail
Northern
against the law, which declares that
all devices of that kind are illegal.
The principles laid down by the
government were: First, that the
Northern Securities company was a
combination in restraint of interstate
commerce; second, that it constituted a monopoly under the secoud section of the- Sherman law, and third,
that the federal courts had authority
to prevent, reatain, or otherwise prohibit it.1 Inrriiiinn's Grout Coup.
Harrlman then bad applied to the
combination to secure a joint interest in the Burlington, because he
feared that much of its traffic would
be diverted from the Union Pacific if
the two northern lines secured its
control.
HaTlman was promptly turned
down by Hill, 'Morgan and their associates, and then he made his famous coup as a result of which he secured practical control of the Great
Northern, and Its shares went skyward. He apparently was in control
of the Northern Pacific, but he could
not exercise his power, owing to an
extraordinary position. Morgan controlled the existing board of directors. Tliat board, under the charter,
had the power to retire all of the
preferred stock. Morgan and his associates held the majority
of the
common stock and Harrlman was
gee
soon forced to
that if all the preferred stock were retired the 'Morgan
interests would once more control the
Northern Pacific. The result was a
truce, and within two or three days
of the panic 'of May, 1901, the rival
interests met in Harrlmau's own office, as a result of which it was announced that the Northern Pacific
would be left in the hands of Pier-poMorgan and that complete harmony reigned between him and
IHtully Parallels.
From this Utile financial history It
be
seen
will
that llarriman has been
doing today what Hill and Morgan
tried to do five or six years ago. They
first proposed to combine the Northern raciflc and the Great Northern in
the control of the Burlington. They
did this by Issuing securities of their
two roads exactly as Harrlman issued
the bonds of the Union Pacific and
its affiliated lines to buy out the
Southern Pacific.
The direct community of interest
between the Northern
Pacific and
Great Northern was first knocked out
by the supreme court in the Pearsall
case, and then Morgan, Hill, the pres.
cut ussistant secretary of state, and
Dan Iamont proceeded to organize
a holding corporation, which is exactly what llarriman is said to be con
templating now . This was the North-esiernw estern Securities company,
which was declared by the supreme
court of, the United States to be an
illegal device iii restraint of interstate
commerce and a such prohibited by
cific

-

ing the adoption of plans of action
and work of the leagtie. Governor
Curry informed Mr. Hopewell that
he had received a donation of 166
from the citizens of the town of El
Hlto, Klo Arriba county, which was
sent by Colonel Venceslao Jaramlllo,
a leading citizen of northwestern
and who has served very
creditably as a member of the clun-o- ll
and house of the assembly. Colonel Jaramlllo headed the list with
$2.r.
This struck Mr. Hopewell as
very commendable and he Immediately put down his subscription for
$100 for the expenses of the league.
Money Is the sinews of war, especial'
ly politicnlly. and as 'the admission
of New Mexico to the sisterhood of
states is a political matter it will
take some money for legitimate purposes to carry the plan Into effect.
After several hours' discussion Governor Curry and Mr. Hopewell agreed
upon the following plan:
Within the next ten days Governor
Curry will proceed to Washington,
consult Delegate W. H. Andrews and
look the situation over carefully. It
will then be determined by the governor and by the delegate when a
delegation of leading clJzens shall be
sent to Washington for the purpose
of presenting to the senate and house
committees on territories the Justice
of New Mexico's claims to be admit-- )
tea to the sisterhood of states and to
present facts and figures which will
demonstrate beyond cavil the fitness
of the people of New Mexico to become sovereign and their ability to
support a strong and efficient state
government.
Hegular commissions
will be issued to these delegates. The j
governor and Mr. Hopewell have been
duly authorized and directed by resolutions of the statehood league to do
New-Mexic-

so.
E.

C. Burke,
secretary
of the
league, has already gone to Washington to open headquarters In the national capital which will be supplied
with literature.
photographs
and
maps descriptive of the territory and
its resources and where all correspondence necessary will be conducted. There will also be a reception
room which will be headquarters for
members of the delegation and where
visitors will be entertained.
Letters from many prominent citizens have been received by Governor Curry and Mr. Hopewell stating
that If chosen as delegates they will
gladly go to Washington and do what
they can to help the statehood movement. The majority of them will defray their own expenses.
From the
headquarters office of the statehood
league in this city considerable literature concerning New Mexico has already been sent out and much work
In that direction is going on.
In the District Court

of the Second
Judicial District of the Territory
of New Mexico. Within and for the
County of Bernalillo.
Simon Stern, Plaintiff, versus Ignaz
Boeckeler,
Ferdinand
Boeckeler
and Co., a firm composed of Ignaz
Boeckeler,
Ferdinand
Boeckeler,
and Agnes Boeckeler, and erdinand
Boeckeler, Ignaz Boeckeler,
and Agnes Boeckeler.
-F-

(No. 7541.)

NOTICE OF SUIT.

a.fi each of

you are hereby
notified that the above named plaintiff has commenced an action in assumpsit by attachment against you
In the above entitled court; the general object of the action being, that
In and by which said action, the plaintiff seeks to recover of and from you
the sum of Thirteen Hundred Twenty-five
($1325.09) and
dollars,
with Interest and costs of suit; that
the names of the parties to said action are Simon Sters, plaintiff; Ignaz
ltoeckeler, Ferdinand Boeckeler, and
Co., (a firm computet
or Tgnas
Boeckeler, Ferdinand Boeckeler, and
Agnes Boeckeler, defendants;
that
the name of the plaintiff's attorney Is
A. B. Stroup anu his office and post-offiIs Albuquerque, New Mexico;
that your property has been attached
in said cause.
iou are iurtner notified that un-- i
less you enter your appearance in
the said cause on or before the fourth
dy of February,
i908, Judgment by
default will be rendered against you
and your property sold to satisfy said
Judgment.
JOHN VENABEE,
Clerk of the District Court.
The finest Coffee Substitute ever
made, has recently been produced bv
Dr. Snoop of Haclne,
Toil
Wis.
don't have to boll it twenty or thirty minutes.
In
a minute."
"Made
says the doctor. "Health Coffee" is
really the closest Coffee Imitation
ever yet produced. No: a grain of
real Coffee In It either. Health. CofIs
fee Imitation
made from pure
toasted cereals or grains, with malt,
nuts. etc. Keally it would fool an
expert were he to unknowingly
drink It for Coffee. C. N. Brtgham.
for gunny Hacks, all sizes;
DeWitt's Carbolized Witch Hazel
ill call for tliem. 1'liono IS, Salve is especially recommended for
002-0- 0
4
South I lrt St.
if,
piles.
Sold By J. H. O'Rielly Co.
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The regular Monday evening dance
was not given by the Woman's club
this week, owing to the illness of
Mrs. Keith.
O
The Misses Edith and Grace Purdy
of 612 South Arno street, are guests
of their brother, Earl Purdy, of El
Paso, Texas, fur a few days.
The Triple LlTuFTtebekah IOdge,
No. 10. held their regular meeting
last Tuesday evening at 7:30 o'clock.
In honor of New Year's eve a pleasant musical program followed the
business meeting.
The Commercial club has made
arrangements to give a series of
pleasant parties during the remainder of the season. They will be held
every two weeks on Wednesday evening in the ball room of the Commer
cial club building
Annual llra'optlun The annual reception of the Iwughters of the American Revolution will be held February 22nd. At a recent meeting at
the home of Mrs. N. E. Stevens, 619
West Coal avenue, arrangements for
.
the reception were made.
D.
of
Welnmann,
Mr. and Mrs.
618 West Copper avenue, have issued
invitations for a dinner next Wednesday evening, to be given In honor
of Miss Estelle Iiewlnson of this city,
and Harry Welnmann. of Philadelanwas
phia, whose engagement
nounced last week.
Preparations for the play, "The
Girl I Left Ilehlnd Me," to be given
by the Varsity Dramatic club at the
Elks' theatre, January 31. are steadJudging
ily going
from
forward.
the past records of the club and
their natural talent for amateur theatricals, it Is safe to predict a brilliant success for them.
O
Card fitny 'Mrs. M. L. S;ern. of
fiats on North Eighth
Parkview
street, entertained
about slxty-flv- e
ladies at n card parly at the Woman's club building on West (Sold avenue, Thursday afternoon.
The decorations of holly were In keeping with
gay
Eight reholiday
season.
the
freshments were served.
Mrs. W. G. Hope, of 8i:. West Cop- per avenue, entertained the Tuesday
club at her home Tuesday afternoon.
members, were present and enjoyed
a literary and social afternoon. The
lesson was In charge of Mrs. A. B.
MoMlllen. and the paper was held by
IMrs. A. B. Stroup.

a

Texas. Miss E. S. Hedrlck,
who has been spending the winter
with her sister. Mrs. Collier, accompanied by Miss Jennie, left for her
left
Texas home today. Mr. Harris
for his home at Waco last Monday,-whilthe Messrs. Hedrlck and Hooth
remained over New Year's as guests
at the Collier home,
o
Iteorntloit Tne Albuquerque Wo
and
man's club held a reception
open house at their club house on
West Gold avenue New Years after
noon, between the hours of three and
was covered with
six. The floor
large Indian rugs, while mistletoe
and wreaths adorned the walls. Tii
refreshments were presided over by
Mrs. Amado Chaves, of 1109 Ken
avenue, and consisted of cake and
coflee.- - The ladles of the reception
committee were kept busy all after
noon receiving their old friends as
well as many strangers who availed
themselves of the excellent oppor
tunlty afforded to become acquainted
with their neighbors and the mem
bers of the organization.
o
Itfliiquot. The annual banquet of
the Geological Society of America
was held Monday evening at, the Al
varado. Covers were laid for forty,
and many New MJexV'o educators
other than the members of the so
ciety, were 1 resent. The table at
whi.il t'.ie ti'i quet was served was
plated l:i the cet.ttr ot the spacious
di.ilng room. and was decorated
of costly cut
with an abundance
A
of brilliant
number
flowers.
toasts marked
the dinner, which
7:30 o'clock until
from
lasted
u'clocn.
The bnt quet w as without
doubt one if the most pleasant fea
turcs of the meeting.
Wnco.
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Xc Year's Hall The grand ball
party at the Elks' ball
and
room New Year's eve given by th
Calumet club was attended by about
eighty couples. The hall was deco
rated with evergreen, holly and miniature Christmas trees. Refreshments
consisting of punch, lemonade, cakes
and wafers were served during the
evening. Much credit Is due to the
members of the committees who had
the affair In charge. They were:
Arrangements
Geo.
F. O'Brien
A. Johnson
'Hm E Ryan, J.

Gross

ft

el!y & Go.

(Incorporated)

M,KrUsk
' C
f.

Decorations William Hyan, Wll
A. Johnson,
J.
Ham lteauchamp,
John Tierncy, It. E. McCabe, Eugene
Conroy. P. J. McShane. Will A. Kele-he- r.
Geo. F. O'Brien and K. H. lian- non.

Wedding The wedding of Miss
Jennie scolt and Charles Lewis took
place last Wednesday afternoon at 4
'clock fit the !.f me of Mrs. George
Gilcreast, a sister of the bride. Rev.
Hugh A. Cooper, of the First
church,
officiated.
The
guests present were: Mr. nnd Mrs.
John Alexander, Mr. and Mrs. John
Sloop,
and Miss Marian Gilcreast.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis are at home to
their friends at 613 South Third

GOOD

CI.KAK T II HOT. G 1 1.

Commercial Club Ball About sixty
attended the party given by
the Commercial club New Year's eve.
The ball room and library were
thrown open to the dancers and both
were prettily decorated with holly
i
e
Phillips'
orchestra furnish
ed excellent music for the dancing
Egg nogg and champagne punch
were served to the guests throughout
the evening. Shortly before 12 o'clock
dainty lunch was served, buffet
a
stieet.
style, after which the ball became a
year affair. The dele
Box Party Mr. and Mrs. Collier, strictly to leap
the meeting of the Geologiof 818 W. Tljeras avenue, entertained gates
Society
of
cal
America were present
a few of thfir friends at a box party
were also the members of the
last Monday evening at the Elks' as
New
of
thc.il'-to witress the production of faculty of the University
The members of the com"Buster Brown " The guests were Mexico.
charge
mittees
who
the
ball
in
had
the Misses E. S. Hedrlck and Jennie were:
Heceptlon committee, J. H
Ijee Hedrlck
and Messrs. J. Bert
G. L. Brooks and F. N.
Our home-mad- e
loaves are as near
Booth and Charles Hedrlck, nil of O'Rielly,
Kent;
committee, Leon perfection as It is possible for bread
Amarillo, Texas, and Miss Gladys Hertzog,entertainment
Boy
Wll
chairman;
Stamm,
Mi l.aupn'.'n and Wlll'i-Flynn, of llam White and Dr. Alger.
to be. It's our objeot to make bread
Albuquerque.
that will not only please the eye and
O
House Party Miss May Bracket t the palate, but bread that is whole
Indiana. 1ub Mrs. Dr. Eller, of entertained
a number of her friends some "the staff of life" for children.
417 North Seventh street, entertained
her home, 214 Garfield avenue inlddleaged
the ladies of the Indiana club New at
and old folk. How well
last Monday evening. The rooms
Year's afternoon.
These meetings, were
decorated with pretty designs we succeed Is proven by the long life
which are held every two weeks, of
evergreen
mistletoe. The of our constant patrons,
rtuy our
have proven of great Interest to the guests were firstandentertained
at va home-mad- e
members, and the promoters of the rious parlor games, Roy Klrkpat
bread.
club are highly pleased at the Intercarrying off the first honors,
est being shown in its success and rick
which followed a cleverly ar
the large attendance at the meetings. after
ranged guessing contest, In which
The next meeting will be held at the the
'
prizes were awarded to Clarence
home of Mrs. Charles B. Perkins, Heald.
207 South First St.;
Miss Mable Laub, and Rob508 South Fifth street, on January ert
Stern. The remainder
of the
15th.
evening whs given to a rather novel
O
Dainty re Aith hearts in honor of the engaged
musical entertainment.
Farewell Dinner Dr.
and Mrs. freshments were served. Those pres- CJiiple. M. L. Hlern, as toastmaster,
B.
Cutter,
James
of 816 South Broadwere: Mrs. H. Plxley. and the distinguished himself as entertainer
way, entertained a few friends at a ent
Misses Mable I .a lib, Elsie Bass, Myrmd vpeuker, ana some of his orlgl- farewell
dinner party New Year's tle Kirkpatrlck,
Anna Clestercamp, na:
evening. Those present were Mr. and Ifcrothy Motzeiibacker.
humorous remarks have al
Laura Con- - readyandpassed
Mrs. J. N. Collin and Judge Ells- ley.
into local social his
G. Kelley, O. Klyee. C. Rey
worth Ingalls. Dr. and Mrs. Cutter nolds. Messrs. George F. O'Brien, tory. The guests who responded to
o.i.-itexpect to leave soon for Los Ange- Clarence Heald, Hugh Dougherty
won much applause for their
les, Cal., where they will make their Robert Stern, Joe Weber. Hoy Kirkrttidy wit and original answers.
future home. Dr. Cutter, who was pa trick. Clarence MeCllntock, Wil Those who responded to toasts were:
formerly chief surgeon at the Santa liam
Mrs.
d. L. Urooks, Mrs. Alfred
Helnge and Bert Brackelt.
Orunsfeld,
O. 1.
and Messrs.
Fe hospital her', has accepted the
Urooks, I.oule Iifeld, Harry
appointment of chief surgeon for the
Wein
New Vour's Danoe fine of the man,
11.
H.
O'Rielly,
Weinman,
J.
Pacific railways at Los Angeles.
J.
many pleasant af.'airs of the week
V. O. Hope, Dr. Har- ljewlnon.
Dr.
whs the New Year's dance given by
imoii,
1. is. Kosenwald, Walter
Dinner Party The Ten Dons were
and Mrs. J. H. Weinman. 809 Weinman,
Solomon Luna, It. H. Colhosts at a smart dinner party at the Mr.
West Tljeras
avenue, Wednesday lier, S. Kosenwald,
Frank Hubbell,
Alvarado hotel Tuesday evening. The evening, In honor of their guest.
Nor J If eld, Julius Staab, Walter
affair was a burlesque on the men's Harry Weinman, of Philadelphia.
Alfred Orunsfeld, Harry Lee,
regular meeting.
The ladies were Pa brother of Mr.
whose Jaffa,
I.. ('. Gumbimtl,
and M. Mlandell.
first entertained at dinner at which . engagement to MissWeinman,
Lewin
Estelle
Among
those present were: the Mes- covers were laid for sixteen. The son, of this i 't; , has recently been
party then adjourned to the home of announced. The affairs was largely atlame. M. L. Stern, Doule llfeld, J.
11. O'ilielly,
J. Weinman. W. O.
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Stroup. 411 North tended,
Invited numbering Hope,
thif
S. Rosen-wulIr. Harrison, I). 11.
Eleventh street, and there held a nearly
one hundred.
The
lower
Solomon
Collier,
party.
l.unii. It.
watch
Those present were: floor of the spacious house had been
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Moore, Mr. and cleared for the danefng, and was flunk Hubbell, Sun llfeld, Harry
!.'(, M. Mandell, Max Schuster.
Mrs. E. B. Christy, Mr. and Mrs. A. prettily
with roses
irmiHfeld, Kink, J. W. 1'rentell, lvun
B. MoMlllen,
Mr.
and Mrs. Fred carnations, 'he dominating color and
Modgln, Mr. and Mrs. K. F. Asplund,
irunxfeld and the Missel Alma Uos- p!-was
mvtc
The
furnished
nwuld, K.stelle
Hedrlrk,
Dr. and Mrs. W. U. Hope, Mrs. Jus. by Prof. Demauro's orchestra,
and
Telfer, Hoitz- II. Wroth, Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Stroup. during the dancing champagne and Thomas, Chapman,,
man,
.Neusliaum
and Heula Wtern,
and M. E. Hlokey.
punch were served to the guests.
nd tho Messrs. M. 1. Htern, J. W.
0
Shortly before 12 o'clock the guests l'restell,
S. Rosenwald, Lloyd Stur- The holiday spirit has been very assembled In an upstairs room to
much In evidence at the home of Mr partake of a banquet. The Impro- Kes. Roonie Jaffa, Walter Jaffa,
Jaffa,
and Harry II. Weller.
and Mrs. H. H. Collier, SIS West T- vised
banquet bail had been brilljeras avenue.
During the past two liantly lighted and decorated for thrf
weeks they have had for their guests occasion. The celling was covered
the Misses E. S. Hedrlck and Jennie with tanvtij on which was fashlor.ed
Iee Hedrlck, and Messrs. Charles B.
in gay tissue paper, the domHedrlck and O. Herbert Booth, all of inating colors there being red and
Amarillo, Texas, and J. A. Norris, of
The tables were festooned
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Pioneer Bakery,

THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries In
th Southwest.

ISen-Jam- in

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD AVENUE.

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

Albuquerque

Machine

Indigestion

What is medicine for?

To cure vou. if sick, vou sav.
But one medicine will not cure every kind of sickness,' because different
medicines act on different parts of the body. One medicine goes to the liver,
another to the spine, Wine of Cardui to the womanly organs.
So that is why

Wine of Cardui

has proven so efficacious in most cases of womanly disease.

Try it.

Mrs. Wm. Turner, of BartonvMe. 111. vrites: "I suffered (or years with (emala diseases, and doctored
vlthout relief. My back and head would hurt pie. and I suffered agony with bearlng-dov- n
rains. At last
I took Wine of Cardui and now 1 am In good health." Sold everywhere, la $1.00 bottles.
H yoo need MMIcal
tllurte4 Book for
rP v.luN
UUIII I IV A I KlTM) IV . tod,"r
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Magnate Changes His Mind Rio Arriba County Heads List
-- Governor and League OfAbout Divorcing the
ficers In Conference.
Southern Pacific.
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Stomach trouble Is but s symptom of, and not
tuslt a tru dtxma. YVn think of Uji-pn..
lieartbum, sud liidittlon at rual ill
Ui.r are ijraptouu otttj ol a osruiii iiwcnio
erra tlcknr. iiotnlnt else.
It was thil (art that finit correctly lrdDr Khona
In tho creation ol that now very popular Kummrh
Kemody Dr. Hlioop l Krttorallvx.
Going d'rw
to th. utoiiiAih nervoa. aimia brought that .11041
W1U1.
and favor to Dr. bhoop and hit
out that original anu highly yltul principle, no
In

,

ladling accnmpliihin-nwere ever to be had.
rnr utomach dl.treei. bloating. MllousiifM, bud
breath and sallow oomplexiuu. try lr. Hhoop
lablvtt or f.iiuid alio sua for irouft
hforati
elf tml it can aad will do. Ws mU and tlunfr
fully recuuuuaad

aui--

Dr. Shoop's

Restorative
"ALL DRUGGISTS"

Foundry and

J

Works I

0. P.

MALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and
Cars Shaftings, Pulleys, Grade Hars, Babbit Metal; Lumber
Columns and iron
Fronts for Buildings.
Ropolrm om Mining mna mill Moohimoey m moolmlty
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque. N. M,

mcyMymDmcmomomymommcmcmo

m

Had StoiimoJi Trouble Cured.
Kennedy's Laxative Cough Syrup
Having been sick for the past two
th-uoon iha hnm.
years with a bad atomach trouble, acta
drives the cold nut of .h
a friend gave mo a m of Cham- - it contain
no opiates it U pleasant
berlaln's Stomach
and Liver Tab- - to take and la hihlv
uU: TT1neyJ3ld m ,,Q inuch
children. Sold by J. H. O'Rielly
that I bought a bottle of them and Co.
have u.sed twelve bottles In all. To- u
day I am well of a bad stomach
The reason we do so much KOCGH
trouble. Mrs. John Lowe, Cooper, DHY work la because we do it right
Maine. These tablets are for sale by land at the nrlca
I
Ait Druggists.
hav It done at home.
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EVENING

There lira shout as man conceptions as to what constitutes a "good
time" as there are individuals, but there Is one place In New Mexico, not
PUBLISHED DAILY AND WEEKLY
very far from Albuquerque, where 99 out of every 100 people find what they
are looking for.
That place Is the Valley Ranch, at recos, iew Mexico.
By the Citizen Publishing Company of Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Fresh country produce In abundance, horses to ride or anve,- auj',
uns. traps, tackle, all at your disposal. The finest hunting and fishing In
You can live In a house, a cabin or a tent, ana come nu
the territory.
go
you
please.
as
WILLIAM F. BROGAN
W. S. STRICKLER
Tou'll find plenty of company there, agreeable and rennea, tr you are
Conditions Ideal for re
oclably Inclined, a favorite resort for ladles.
MANAGING EDITOR
PRESIDENT
cuperating, rending, hunting or lonfing.
You CAN'T SPEND MOKE THAN NINE DOLLAItS A Wlltli AMI
YOU FIX IT.
WAY
StTIlStUlPTION HATES
Inquire at The Citizen Office for further particulars, or address in
$5.00 Valley Kanch.
One ytur by mall In advance
Rn
On month by mall
"0
One month by carrier within city limits
n- -
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matter at tlio Pintofnoe of Albuquerque,
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C1TIXF.X IS:
THE
dully and weekly newpnper of the Southwest.
The leading IMliuhlh-aThe advooue of llrpublican principles and tlio "Square l)eal."
AIJU-Ql'KIUJV-

AswH-lute-

"VE GET THE NEWS 11KST."
"STATEHOOD FOR NEW MEXICO"

tfoo fTTany Departments
The recent llule squabble In the navy department ns to whether or not
surgeon can command a hospital ship causes the Washington Herald to
Commenting upon that phase
add that there are too many departments.
of the question, the Herald says:
The comment which has addressed Itself to the reformation of the navy
Much of the criticism Is
department increases In volume and violence.
assumption
that a hopelessly Inefficient
unwarranted and proceeds on the
condition exists by reason of an Incompetent, Jealous bureaucracy, which Is
pictured as carrying on ceaseless Internal warfare, defeating the legitimate
We find the New York Times quotln? an unnamed
ends of public business.
naval officer to the effect that there exists under the bureau system "eight
or nine navy departments, all working at cross purposes, Instead of one deThe New York paper gives the titles
partment with one chief authority."
f the eight bureaus and includes the Marine Corps, winding up with the
remark: "We had nearly forgotten to mention that there Is, furthermore, a
secretary of the navy."
Most of the attacks on the navy department have proceeded on the
theory that there ought to be a general shnkeup, and have overlooked the
fact that there is a head of the department who has, under the powers
and harmonize the
Tested In him by the statutes, the authority to
navy department.
In
the
business
of
transaction
elements devoted to the
There la really no need of abolishing or merging bureaus, an 11 Is by no
means certain that such a seismic reorganization, with the establishment of
a general staff and the creation of a board of design, would give the country
any better navy than we have now. There will still be things which experts
wlU criticise and be all the more secure In their positions because so much
be friction
of the contentions Is founded upon theory. There Is bound to tenaciously
where able and conscientious men entertain views to which they
adhere, and there la something to be Bald, assuredly, In behalf of friction as
a means of development. An entirely pacific administration wouia not oniy
be Inane; It would probably be phlegmatic.
A virile and firm administration In the navy department would get the
bureaus into working order, if they are not now in that condition, and In
any 4nvetlgatlon which Is undertaken by congress it would be eminently
desirable to have It ascertained whether the present system is operated as
Any sort or change wun
It should be in order to obtain the best results.
out ihA nrnner nmnlirnmatlnir Drocesses. would leave the situation where
today it is said to be by the most relentless of critics.
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All Stoves aad Ranges
"

25

Discount
6 inch Stove pipe - -6 inch Stove pipe elbows

A

9c Toint
8c Joint

Thanksgiv ing Sale Cutlery. VJ
See Our elegant Lfne'.of;

Holiday Cutlery
AND

See

Our

Prices

Before

Buying

Carvers

:

upon purchasing
LOOKING

ABOUT TOWN I

FOR

FOR TWO

ft

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.

HOMES

IRE

Phoenix sweet oranges for holiday Dr. liiikcns of tlio (liildrcn's Home
REPORT OF THE CONDITION OF
trade at the Itlehelteu Grocery.
Society is 1'livliiiK Plenty of
Every
Some more Kream Klips.
Work to Do.
body likes them. ltichulieu Grocery.
Inasmuch as next week Is the week
f praver there will be evangelistic
euperln- r. Charles E. I.ukens,
OF ALBUQUERQUE, N, M.
services nt the Presbyterian church tendem.
the Children's Home Soich evening beginning Sunday even ciety of of
Mexico,
the
in
arrived
ing.
n
lr. C. K. Lukens will preach city last New
night with two little
the evening sermon tomorrow.
At the close of business January 3, 1908
who he will place In Albuquerany
than
better
come
pretque homes. The little ones are
It doesn't
you get it at the Richelieu Grocery.
ty, bright little youngsters.
whom
lted Men attention! All members the doctor found In most abject cont Navaio Tribe No. 3. 1. O. It. M.. dition, one is a little girl of three
re requested to meet in lted Men s years an. I the other a little boy.
RESOURCES
are
On t'ne doctor's desk today
all Sunday. Jan. b. at l:au to at
tend to the funeral of our late Pro. letters from tho southern and east$ HS8.046.37
Ijoans
and
Discounts
rank Kleinwort. Py order or tne ern part of the territory telling of
15,000.0a
and Other Securities
Sachem. Chas. L. Keppeler, C. of It. four boys who are homeless. One Honds
11.118.97
Keal
Kstate
as
is
described
little
of
the
fellows
5,111.9:i
In view of the fact that on New being sick, and the father who Is Furniture and Fixtures
were
272,925-4Year's day scores of people
Cash
Is
siok.
has
mother
The
also
pi.or.
Resaway
Home
from
the
turned
deserted her children and the father
:
$1,292,203.01
taurant without dinner, the manageTotal ,.
ment, has decided to' repeat the big Is unuble to care for them.
Is
the
about
suneriiitemleot
The
even tomorrow.
Ample preparaion
'man In the territory lookings
as been made to accommodate all. busiest this
phase of the territory
after
his time.
LIABILITIES
philanthropy and he Is doing one of
The high altitude of Albuquerque,- he most needed of all charity worK. Capital Paid Up
150.000.00
(A reporter
saw the superintendent
fractious horse and an over abund69,145.46
Surplus and Proiits.,
nce of New Year's cheer combined at his home this afternoon. He fur
576,102.56
Time Certificates of Deposits
to unseat a man from Pennsylvania nished the following utterances by Deposits Subject to Check
496,955.02
i
the Highlaads today about noon noted men andnvomen of this counCI
and perclpitate him to a muddy place try upon the work in which the so
$1,292,203.04
Total
the street. lussersby went to tne ciety for child saving Is engaged.
', (Fifteen hundred butterflies were released during a Philadelphia ball iu
and he was helpedThe Chiluren s Home Society is
assistance
man's
one night last week as the crowning feature of an evening of brilliancy. Into a near-b- y
house and a physi- becoming the recognized Institution
of New Mexico, )
ian called. Ill Injuries consist or In the United states for the work of Territory
Thev had been broueht from the tropics, where many months had been
( ss.
County of Bernarllllo.
saving the homeless and delinquent
pent in their capture.
When they were freed In the dazzling hall they two small scalp wounds.
J, W. S. Strlckler, Vice Preside nt and Cashier of the above named
ailed straight into the arc lights, where the shimmering wings were scorched
The management of the Colombo child.
re
Magazine
has
bank, do solemnly swear that the above statement Is true to the best
The Delineator
aad he helpless bodies dropped to bo trodden by the dancers, or the last all dancing academy has announ cently
been running a campaign to of my knowledge and belief.
W. S. STRICKLKR,
feeble flutters carried them on to the tables, where they added noveny 10 ced a masquerade ball for the 14th of- assist the Children s Home society
Vice Pres. and Cashier.
next
'tuesa
month,
from
week
the
by
bouillon.
falling
into the
United States in Its work of
the menu
given for the In the saving,
be
will
Prizes
iv.
a
for
hus
asked
It
said.
and
is
$100,000.
The ball cost
best costumes, one going to the lady child
Subscribed and sworn to before mo this 4th day of January, A. D.
" It was the debut of a young girl.
on the child saving work
avlng the prettiest gown ana tne symposium
HARRY F. LEK.
1908.
men
ana
many
except
by
moat
of
noted
the
things,
winged
poor
the
thought
of
likely
that the child
Jt Isn't
gentleman having the best rifmte wc.men of the country. The follow
Notary Public.
omer
no
gin
ana
floating
De
in
see
to
the
that
air
to
them
makeup. The affair promises
that it was beautiful
Correct Attest:
ing are extracts of their utterances
party.
enjoyable.
extremely
tropical
for
her
butterflies
bad ever had 1600
SODOMON IATNA.
on this subject.
Tint It was cruel.
J. C. HALDKlIXiE,
Tom L. Johnson, mayor of t love- (While playing with Its mother's
'
wings
from
the
wanton
tears
who
a
splendid
act
of
as
a
the
suyt
W. J. JOHNSON.
was
aa
cruel
"What
at
land, Ohio,
Just
scissors yesterday afternoon, the
to
to
homes
homeless
Idea,
give
u.
fllesi or of the crowd which stones a miserable dog, or of the driver who year-ol- d
child of Mr. and Mrs.
Mitchell, who reside in the Highlands. children, to give children to child
lashes a tottering horse.
will cause less homes, certainly this is a work IP
For that matter, neither did the boy nor suffered an accident which
Of course, they didn't think.
eye
one
In
It
for lire. that springssayfrom Divine Inspiration.
to
be
blind
same.
the
suffered
Just
I
animals
the
teamster
nor
the
the crowd
ho can
which is the more
child fell while toddling across W
(Whoever abuses any helpless thing pays the price, be It an Insect, an The
in such a way as to cause pitiful, a homeless child or a child
floor
the
put
anger
a
red
dog
has
he
in
a
man
a
kicks
a
or
When
child.
Nothing
animal
but the heart
he .clssors to stick Into its left eye. lesa home?
to any
car on his soul. What shall we say, then, for those who murder even The eye ball was broken and th iest commendation la due
purpose the
agency
its
for
which
has
smartness?
name
of
It
in
fall
creatures
great
pain.
the
Had
lesa defenseless
child suffered
en with renter force the sharp point huppy joining or these two unhappy
of the scissors would have penetrat conditions or life.
Judge Ren B. Lindsey of Denver
ed the bruin, pausing instant deatn.
hays: "I have long shared the opinion
iHarmony Lodge No. 1, I. O. O. F.. of the best workers for children In
' The following are two timely little paragraphs from the Iteming Gra- met last evening in Udil reuows nan this country, that the natural and
New Mexico has been dry o Install their oiucers for the next proper place for a dependent
and
phic: Georgia went dry day before yesterday.
with the neglected Child Is In a famtly home."
That's six' months. In connection
tor .000 years dry overhead plenty of water close underground.
was
degree
second
installation
the
things
Hastings
H.
"Two
Dr.
Hart:
.
Dry and healthful; while at the same time by pumping conferred after which a pleasant so
beauty of it.
tie
which should not be a Child with
water for irrigation or by using artesian water or water from the numerous
cial hour followed. Officers Installed out a home and a home without
ny
rain aie; Noble grand. J. H. Colllster; child."
springs and) rivers, as good crops, if not better, can be raised tnan
vice grand. D. M. Ferguson; secretary
Ida Husled Harper writes: "The'
J. Votaw; treasurer, Guy Gat- - child rescue work cannot fall to In- -:
The next National Irrigation congress will be held in Albuquerque nextis James
con
A.
C.
Oilman;
chell; warden.
It
tt rest and enlist the hearty
rammer. This Is a boon to the country and should be pushed for all very
1
ductor. G. W. Dexter; outside guard,
of women everywhere. While
In New Mexico and in the
north. Albuquerque is the largestas city
11.
1
guard,
Kings;
Inside
T,
F.
we
are still thankful that Institutions
yet Irrigation is in its Infancy.
Let Fouts;
But
r nf the. irrieated world.
granu
supporter
rlKht
nonie
exist for the care of homeless little
tba citlsens of New Mexico do all they can to forward the possibilities tha If. E. Rogers; left supporter noDie
ones, we know that the highest degrand, J. R. Gilleylen; right sup velopment of the child demands that
lie untouched.
porter vice grand, George Ielevre he shall be regarded as an Individual
naries
eft supporter vice grand,
than as a part of a system."
Chlcairo News: The solar plexus Is the emotioned brain, says Prof. Fran
right senior supporter, J rather
Passmore;
Tho society In this territory is
we
If
Thus,
Is
us
(An
there
first.
felt
attacks
emotion that
cola Ouvot.
L. Curd; left senior supporter, ( hur anxious for the assistance of all the
at may even les Stevens.
feel anxiety It may give us, if severe, a positive stomachache.
churches and fraternal societies in
While the brain does the thinking, Prof. Guyot
be productive of nausea.
the territory. In other Btates a great
partbrain
major
of
the
the
cerebrium.
feel.
The
Dlnes that it does not
Interest In this work ror the children
Is shown by the various lodges as
The brain represents th
la the Intellectual but not the emotional center.
well as the churches, many of the
intelligence.
The spinal cord and the cerebellum, the kitter the little brain
secret orders making donations to
not yt well understood, and attached to the brain proper, govern equuiD
Is
the work. The superintendent
HU tne emotions are loraieu in in
rlnm and the muscles of the body.
very anxious to get hold of the
Their chief cen
vmi.Bthetle nervous HVHieni ramifvlnK through the body.
names of good families where chilthe backbone and em
tar la the ureat plexus of nerves, which lies against
dren are desired as wet! as to flnl
no
it
It
does
feels.
What
think,
every
but
not
does
case of child need. No greater
This
stomach.
the
I
braces
tl
this one
feel is not felt at all. apart from pure Intellectual cognition, and its purely J Jay wponridivnib cwmome hy proper charity exists today man
the helping of the babies who are
pswiva and subjective sensations may often be regarded as warning oi dan personal fjjovts viaine aSMSianct? for
sorrow
the
Into
world
born
this
Into
gtsr or possible mischief.
or
fill condition of
homelessness
ofI the onp IruW beneficial taatie
7fl
'IV.- . tC
i c
who have been left upon the sea of
remeay,
of Sydney. N. R,
vJyrupoj ngs ana Emrajijeina, life without the love and care of
Kansas City Journal: United States Consul West,flourishing
fox farm
308-31- 0
JxKIcK enabled onelojorm regular
home. The Citizen advises you to
WEST CENTRAL AVE.
his report, says: "It Is credibly stated that a very parties conducting
th Kabtt& daily $o that assistance to na
telephone or write Dr. L.ukens If you
bain carried on In Prince County. P. E. I.; that the
know of one
same have met with great success, and each year put on the market large ture may be gradually dispensed with, want a child, if oryou
If you have help
needing a home
said, is largely ciu
numbers of skins of various kinds. Their success. H Issections,
agency
to
to
for helping
this
extend
wtan
hoUotter needed as Ike best of
each seetio
to the fact thut they have their farms divided off into
the children.
to approach it remedies, wlien required, are to asfitst
oayaoa)accm3oa&aMCmCM
under the care of one person, no one else being allowed
accustomed to the person in charge an
Why Colds Are Paiigercus.
in this wav the uniniHls become approaches
netur.
to
the
mature
supplant
hot
and
see
they will bide and not be
If you would be Immune from dirow very tame, but If a stranger
ol functions, vd'tcrt hiu&t depend ultisease, keep the system healthy. Kach
ere mvuicvu uo
As most of the skins from me i.irm
for a dav or two.
successive cold weakens the consti
can be slate
mately upon proper
certified at this consulate for shipment to the t'nited States, it I2UI)
WEST GOLD AVENUE
tutlon and renders infectious diseases
to 125
at
were
green
valued
condition
In
many
their
rigid"
of
them
trail.
effovU.ojnd
that
pteper
more liable.
Chamberlain's Cougn
y
ach, one or two reaching $4u0.
nrompt-lyour
Iogettt.s beneficial ejjecis, always Remedy will cure systemcold
Room; Prompt, Courteous Service; Music
Large, Well-Lighte- d
to its norand restore the
buy
th?
genuine
Drugagree
lit
to
by
All
'
ad
It
sale
unlawful
For
mal
isn't
condition.
while you eat: patronized by the Best People; Number I Meals
that
federal judge ill Denver rules you make an entry.
Hut the govern
land for which
Syrupy
Senna gists.
ment is Just heartless enough to the land grabbers to appeal from this chn
lii
Itrun.
4'ourse
BHCAKrAST. 23C.I DINNER AND UfPER, 33c.
It run niul bltorlx.
ltable decision.
Bpaclal Rataa by tha toraak or Month.
RihI llran.
Itrun.
There
line
.aii
virion women are to be barred from the Thaw trial.
Brmaktaat a to 9
li w. ri:K,
Mrs. M. F. Myers, Proprietress j
Till aoon be no place left for them to butt in but swell weddings.
only
I
Olnnor 11 to
South First St. Phone 16.
muppor aiSO to TiSO
DRUCCIVTS
LEADING
ALL
BY
S0U
LOST An opportunity it you did not
When Aokl gets homo he will at leat be able to assure tbe mikado that oat uc only. rfrUr (wet SOt t" ttoUU
use these columns.
Bah Evans fleet i a real fleet.

Red

I

We Meet All Competition!!

No other
food deteriorate so
rapidly a the Oyster. Its habitat Is
the oeeon. It rcqnli'os coolness and
absolute freedom from exposure to
the ulp In order to retain 1W delicate
flavor nnd Its wliolesomeness. SISAL-SHU- T
OYSTKHS ore brought direct to in from the choicest beds of
Amerleu. They are shucked Into
porcelain rases, scaled and packed in
,
which never comes In contact
with the oysters. The use of the
Senlshlpt carrier Is the secret of
their superiority.

THE AliBrQVTCItQVF CTTTZKN HAS:
The nnert equipped Job dnmrtment In New Mexico.
Pren nnd Auxiliary News Service.
The latest reports by

I

1

1K7B.

Tim only Illustrated dally newspaper In New Mexico and the best

I

144.

FURMITUR E

vertising medium of tlio Southwest.

.

4,

F. H. S TRONG

-

Entered

JANI'AHV

LOOKING FOR A GOOD TIME?

THE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN

Vnder Act of Congress of March 2,

1

THE BANK OF COMMERCE

Consult

Reliable

a

Full Set of Teeth
Gold Filling
$1.50 up
Gold Crowns
$6
rainless Extruding

....50c

Dentist

$8

chil-ilie-

ALL WORK ABSOLUTEL'
ANTKED.

GUAU.

1 viscT-z-zrr'- m

Jjunroj--'- '

DRS. OOPP and PETTIT.
KOOM 12, N. T. AA3UJO BL1Q.

"THE BEST ALWAYS"

TRADE

5car

Where You Get
Just What You Order
Promptly, Carefully
Delivered
From a Stock That Is

.

Fresh

Always

5-

T. N. UNVILLE,

t

i

efimelu

M

Paragraphs

ir

1 Library
Tables

A handsome weathered oak

Library Table will do much
to make the library look better. We have them in all sizes
We also carry a good variety
in Golden Oak. Prices from
$5 to $40.

WaVitual

Constipation

Mi

A

I

ALBERT FABER

-

-

'.

I

THE HOME RESTAURANT
207

nout-i.slttnen-

li.iet.

'

KSEI wxi

CALIFORNIA'

Fig Stoup Co.

V.

U02-U0-

508 W. Central

:

'Phone 238

DR. C. H. CONNER
OSTEOPATHIC fMYmiCIAH AND

auRomoN

0sss Trmafd.
for Conmultmtion.
31 N. T. Armljo Btlldlng
Tlphon aa mnd 92a.

All

Curmblm
No Cttmrgm

Champion

GROCERY COMPANY
W. TUcrag Phone 51
Matteucci Bros., Prop.

622-2- 1

START BIGHT
Installing a Loose Leaf System
of oookkctpliig in your accounting
Xiy

departmtnt.

By Using
This system sheets ran ba ruled
and printed to tuit tha special need
of every bur.'neas.

Loose Leaf Systems
Are no longer an experiment.
They are a necessity where economy in time and labor Is wanted.
Estimates cheerfully given. Mall orders will receive prompt attention.

S. LITIIGOW
II.
Hubbcr Stamp Maker
Uookbinder
&

KODOL is the best remedy known
today for dyspepsia, indigestion and
all troubles arising from a disorderIt is pleasant, prompt
ed stomach.
and thorough. Sold Iby J. H. O'Kielly
Co.

o

Are you looking for someming? Re
member th want columns of Tha
Evening Citizen are for your especial
benefit It talks to th people aa
they talk to you.
,

sArritnw.

Jxr.r.v

J.

ios.

KLDUQUEEQUE

HAVE

as long as be can get
Several Will Have to Pay Fine Supeslntendent Clark Says
for Quarantine Violations
Last Educational ConvenLevy Being Made.
tion Was Best.

NONE BLTTER

As the rejoilt

e
of not obeying
restrictions Issued by the New
Sheep Sunhaiy board, when
their
thieii were Infected with
scabies, several New Mexico sheep
rnen will have to pay fine Kuffletent-l- y
large to serve us good lessons for
future guidance.
This. .was the decision of the Sheep
board, which conxened in
the olfice of feeretary Harry V. iiee
niornlng
In annual session.
this
The name
of the sheep raisers
who will .suffer for iiuaruniiiie vlolu-t'o- n
are withheld from publication.
The rules violated are tho."e that are
put into effect
in every instance
where herd have Infected sheep in
them. When m'ahle )s discovered in
a herd, the owner is restricted from
grazing outside of a certain radius.
In the Instances in which lines will
be made the owners permitted their
herds to get outside this radius.
Anoiher important
matter, which
will be attended to at the afternoon
session of the meeting. Is the making of a levy for the maintenance of
the bureau inspectors for the ensuing
year. President Luna ?aid at noon
that in ail probability the levy this
year would be the Fame as last year.
The levy lut year was live mills on
the dollar.
The records of the board show
that $5, isOO. 000 sheep were dipped at
the first dipping last year unci the re
sults ror trie entire year s work were
very saii.sfactory. Last year
opened
with a large per cent of the herds
of the territory infected, a few of
them to a deporable extent.
The Inspectors will begin their
work thia year with less than one
per cent of the sheep of the entire
territory Infected and the prospects
are favorable to a complete eradication during the year.
The board held a consultation with
Lyons, of the bureau of animal
Ir.
industry, this morning, and t lie entire
Mtuntion was canvassed thoroughly,
out tne particul-ar- s
of this consultation have not been given out.
The government
Inspectors have
been of worthy assistance
to
the
territorial board the jkusi year.
Kvery member of the board was
present at the session today.

Prof.' J.

quar-nntin-

FRENCH
BAKERY
212 E. Central, Phone 597

ocxxxiocxxxxxxxioociocxxxxxxx;

Turliey
Dinner
Tomorrow at the

Columbus
Hotel
oboooexjooexxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx)
CXXXXXXXXXOOOOOCXXXXXXXXXX)

HENRY'S
Cleaning and Pressing

Works
The most
cleaning and pressing
parlors in the city.
J. A. Gardner, Prop,
109-- 1 1 West Silver Ave.

I.

Board and Room

KEMPENICH TO OPER
ATE ON LARGER

SCALE

$16.00

Clink,

K.

ques-.ioiis-

February examinations.

Kvery teacher In New Mexico pubduring the
last two months of the year Just
closed will have to stand an examination in February.
Superintendent Clark says that the
recent convention held in Santa Fe
waa the most beneficial to the teach
ers held in the territory since his
coming here live years ago.

Per Month and Up
or
the Week, Day
or

MRS.M.E. NORRIS

CRYSTALTHEATRE

j

PLEASANT SESSION
Most KiiJonlilo Mcvdnjr
1jIuv in Alliiiipic-i'ipi-

III

History of
Of-

c

ficers InstaJknl.
One of the most enjoyable meetings In the history of the Woodmen
lodge in Albuquerque was held last
night when the Circle, Cottonwood
Grove is'o. 2 and Albuquerque Camp
No. 1 met In Joint session for the
Fully 300
installation of oltlcers.
tn

TiaitilA

'

iitti.twl-i.if-

A

u

.1

I

n

program was rendered and
refreshments were served. A pretty
feature of the program was a drill
by twelve ladies of the Circle. Dancing followed the program.
The newly elected officers are as
follows:
Woodmen Circle Mrs. Adilo Klein,
worthy guardian; Mrs. Amanda Feik-er- t,
advi.sor;
Mrs.
Kate Hopping.
1'rk; ilrs- Frankie Cochran, banker;
teresting

FOR CHRISTMAS

What would be more appropriate than GOOD VISION
Call at my office and I will tell
you how you can make father
or mother a present of a fine
pair of Glasses guarantetd to
fit correctly.

EXAMINATION FKEE

C. H.

Carnos, Oph. D.

114

Vest Central,
PHONE 452.

Fredericks, inner sentinel; Mrs. Josephine Strain, outer sentinel; Mrs.
Kate Oatlin, Mrs. Ida Albers and
Mis. Kinma Dixsoti, managers.
Woodmen of the World K. V.
Moore,
consul eommimiler; L. F.
Maler, advisor; I). K. Philipps, clerk;
Wolf,
banker; L. L. Fredericks,
!us
escort; Theodore Orodell. watchman;
K. H. Swope, secretary; F. .1. i'atchln.
pnysieian; C. r. Fredericks, c. W.
Skinner and P. A. Smith, managers.

LIQUORS AND CIGARS
Family Trade Solicited.

Telephone 1036, and

Goods will be Delivered at once

THE LARGEST AND BEST POOL HALL IN TOWN
All New Tahiti, and Firrt Cku Trtmot

Props.

109 South First Street

)9 09GmQ9Q909CmG090mQ90moZ

Everything sent

out-of-tow-

0

out

n

buyers.
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PREPAID

These sales have been popular for over ten years,
because they are bona-fid- e
and our c'aims are fulfilled
in every way. At this time we are particularly in need
of money, as we are carrying an extremely heavy stock.
Being confident of our future prosperity, we have ordered the heaviest Spring stock we have ever bought,
and there exists now an absolute necessity of closing
out all winter goods regardless of cost or value.

That

GREEN TAG SPECIAL

All Mens and Boys'
Sweaters at

HALF PRICE

A 1'luy
ApiMtils to Uic Southwest.

"The Royal Slave" company arrived on the limited today from Los
Vegas, fifteen
people strong. The
play, though almost as old as dramatic history goes, Is always highly
entertaining and had ever proved a
good drawing card.
The comipany
which appears at the Klks' opera
house tonight, conies highly recommended.
The fact that there are many characteristics of the performance very
similar to circumstances of the dally
life of the south and the southwest
und New Mexico, makes It more interesting to tiie people of Albuquerque than ordinary plays.

TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS

GREEN TAG SPECIAL

St. Louis. Jan.
unchanged.

4.

Market.

Wool

J'i'iv York Minify Market.
Money on call
nominal, 6 4 8 per cent; prime mer8
paper
per
10
if
cantile
cent.

65iC

13

5 f i 6. SO

Omoliu livestock.
Omaha. Jan. 4. Cattle receipts
200. Market unchanged.
Wheep receipts 10o. Market steady.
Yearlings r,.oo fr 5.50 ; wethers $4.25
(it 4.75; ewes 14.00 V 4.50;
lambs $6.25

12k.

GREEN TAG SPECIAL

200' Odd Suits and Overcoats, formerly $12.50, 13.50 and 15; they are
green tagged

$1.50 Underwear 95c
2.50 Underwear $1.90
4.50 Underwear 3.40

GREEN TAG SPECIAL

$1.25 Monarch Shirts

90c
$2.00 Cluett Shirts

$1.40

$13.37'i.

$77

Jan.

IT.'.mu, ',,
Hil.s Jan.

Atchison

$67'j:

Xf

k

ii $7.90;

May

.

.

H

-

.

.

,

May
May

8 4 Vi

N'ew

Preferred-

25 cents, at

GREEN TAG SPECIAL

50 dozen choice 75c.
Four-in-Han-

$9.75

per Suit
or Overcoat

92 H
111
73

.

...118
go

49

26
89

Any skin Itching is a temper tester
Thr more you stratch'' the worse it
itches. Doan's Ointment 'cures piles,
ecsema any'ukin Itching. At all
drug stores.

m

1

200 Boys' School Suits, worth $4.50,
5 and 6 ; they are green tagged

$3.90

per Suit

150iYoung Men's Suits, worth $10,

$8.75

per Suit

GREEN TAG SPECIAL

10 doz. Unlaundered

White Shirts at

250 pairs Men's Trousers, worth
$2.50 and 3 ; they are green tagged

35c.

GREEN TAG SPECIAL

25 per cent, off on all

our

FLANNEL SHIRTS

250 pairs Men's Trousers, worth
$4.50,5 and 5.50; they are green tagged

$1.90 if
500 Boys' Knee Pants, worth 75 cents
to $1.25; they are green
tagged :
:
;
: OU Cents

I
1
1

Is

GREEN TAG SPECIAL

Hanan and Douglas

fine Shoes; 2 pairs fancy
Hose free with each pair
of Shoes.

GREEN TAG SPECIAL
50 dozen Suspenders,
worth 50 cents, at

25c.

$1.90.p

25c.

m

Ties at

d

GREN

TAG SPECIAL

20 er cent off
on all Trunks and
Suit-Cas- es

Plenty of bargains in other Furnishing Goods, also in our Hat and
sjnuc icpai uiiems.
iook ai our windows and a visit to our store will
convince you promptly that it will pay you to trade here during this Sale.

69

.,

York Central
I'ensylvania
Southern Pacific
1'nion Pacific
Preferred
Amalgamated Copper

100V4

$7.25

York Stocks.

Preferred

per Suit
or Overcoat

12 and 14; they are green tagged

1

Clilctijro I'roiliief Market.
Chicago, Jan. 4. Closing:
Wheat May Ins
July
Corn May 61 ; Julv 6014.
.oats May 53',.; July 46.
Pork Jan.
$12.75

GREEN TAG SPECIAL

$13.75

it 6.75.

4 'litirliiK'liouso
Statement.
New York. Jim. 4. The ctatement
clearinghouse
of
banks for the week
(live iLiysi hhows they hold
1. 509.-56- 0
less than requirements of 25 per
cent reserve rule; an Increase of
In proportionate cash reserve
compared with last week.
Kuiwiw Mty Market
Kansas City. Jan. 4. Cattle re
ceipts 1000. Market steady. Southern
steers $4. 00 tt 4.50;
cows
southern
$2.25ifi 3.25;
stockers and feeders
$2.254j 4.40; bulls $ 3.00 4 .00 ; calves
$4.0016.75: western xteers $3.60j
4.50; w estern cows $2.60 Or 4.00.0
Sheep receipts none. Market
Jnally steady.

!

15c.

per Suit
or Overcoat

35c.

and $1.00, at

Chicago, Jan. 4. Cattle receipts,
400. Market unchanged.
Sheep receipts 3,000. Market weak.
Western I3.00W4.15; yearlings 14.70
i 5.50;
lambs 14 75 ffr ti.kO; westerns
4.7

$17.50

Caps, worth 60c, 75c.

LlYfHHK-k- .

CllllWgO

I

Earl & Wilson 25
cent Collars at

200 dozen men's plain
and fancy Hose, worth

Now York Mftal Market.
New York, Jan. 4. Lead
quiet;

$8.60r3.70; Luke copper quiet

i

GREEN TAG SPECIAL

steady;

(Xew York, Jan. 4.

13'i,; silver

We have on hand about 200 Hart,
Schaffner & Marx Suits and Overcoats
worth $24, 25, 26 50 and 28. They
go without reserve at

200 Sincerity Suits and Overcoats,
which have been $ J 6.50, 18, 20 and
22. They are green tagged

500 Men's and Boys'

per suit
St. I a u Is Wool

0

LOOK AT THESE RIDICULOUSLY
LOW PRICES

COMPANY

(lilies Well Ilccommoniltil

XT.

CRAD1 & CIANNINl

all charges to

ARRIVES ON THE FLYER

Qty.

Finest Domestic and Imported

SOLICITED

-

THE BAR OF COMMERCE
Largest and Oldest Place in the

We will prepay

i

nr,.

WHEN UP TOWN, STOP AT

I

MAIL ORDERS

s. i..ucue canning, aiienoani; iur.
'iAggie
Hopping, chaplain; Mrs. Hosa

1

ooooooooooooo

i
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Special Notice

lic schools not examined

ROYALSLAVE

The removal of an enormous stock
of dry good.s from one store, mid the
settling and arranging of it in another, is the task that is now occupying the time of L. Kempenlch and
by
his corps of salespeople. Jt Is a Job
inai is not uone in a day or a week,
Meal.
..
but Mr. Kempenlch hopes to have
tverythlng arranged and ready for
the public In a few days.
During the pat year Mr. Kemp-enich- 's
business has increased so
J 10 Fait Coal Avenue
heavily, that the old store room
was entirely
too
small to accommodate it. Several weeks ago,
when his removal sale was in progGroceries at Cot Prices
ress, It became necessary on several
occasions to close the doors to the public, in order to prevent thronging the
room. In view of these conditions
High quality M. & J. 35 cent
Mr.
Kempenich has done wisely In
coffee
25c
to remove to larger quarBest quality teas, per pound ..60c deciding
in the place recently vacated by
7 bars Swift's Pride soap
25c ters
H.
& Co., almost' exactly op
Id
life
1 gallon Imperial
syrup
45c
irom nis old stand. The new
10 pound pall of jelly
60a posite
store Is fully twice as large as the
Large cans Las Cruees and other
old. and in every respect Is more
high grade tomatoes, 2 cans
and desirable. There will be
for
25c modern
plenty of room, plenty of light and
25 cent can baking powder ...,20c plenty
of
fresh air. The show winGood prunes, 3 pounds for . ,..25c dows
among the largest and
3 packages 12 ounce f'gs
25c most are
convenient In the city, and
And a big store full of other
galleries
side
gr"eatly
facillate the
bargains.
handling of goods.
Not only will the store be imCASH BUYERS' UNION proved in the way of size and attractiveness, but everything In connection
122 North Second
wnn tne business is to move up a
notch higher. Mr. Kempenlch alms to
piace his store In the class of the
best In the cltv. Heaw orders have
placed Mr spring goods In the
W. It. Orpndorff, Mgr., 120 Wert Gold Deen
very best qualities, and a consider
Tills Week
ate amount ofU this
has already been
on display,
and
BIG MOVING PICTURE SHOW received,
Kverybody is Invited to call at the
store and get acquainted, or to renew
oin associations, as the case may be.
Ladies' souvenir matinees Tuemtav
Those who
never mit Mr.
nu inuan, voiiartn a toy maunee Kempenlch in ahave
business wav
Saturday; complete change of penally Invited to
Inspect hi "lock,
program Thursday;
grand amateur and make comparisons
In quality
carnival Fr day night.
prices with other store, ' ,nV7' ..iand
I
.A Ton?
OA...
AKnirtm
.
.
mm
..'-r..
u
a
jiu
l
"
assures
l., v,
treatment and
In prices.
j careful
service.

superintendent

of public Instruction in New Mexico,
Is in the city on official business.
Is rending proof
on
I'rof. (.Mark
,
some
which will be Issued
to the various county superintendents of the territory in circular form
and will be asked the teachers at the

Mexico
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TAG

G1REEM

STAND

TO

But no one need suffer

Our Famous
Bread and Cakes

CITIZEH.

TEACHERS WILL

SHEEP SANITARY BOARD ALL

Panic?

EVENING

IMON STERN
THE CENTRAL AVENUE CLOTHIER

ft

SATl'ItDAV, JAMAUV 4,

f(UA
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A Trip to Colo- -

'1'

C. W. GOODMAN

MJ

IN

Uivpr
reservation
Colorado
formerly one of the most Inaccessible part. of the I'nlted states,
the usunl way to set In beinR by boat
fi( m Needles, ninety miles, and to
Yuma. nhout
Ket out. by b(at to
mile!?,
one hundred and seventy-fiv- e
windings
following
of the
the
When the river Is high,
Htri'iim.
navigation is perilous; when low,
the journey Is ion and tedious and
stirkiiiR on sandbars la not uncommon. In summer, the days are extremely hot and the nights are kivon
over to entertaining mosquitoes. In
winter, sunny days are followed by
frosty nlsht that seem like zero to
th tender Arizonlan.
Now. the braneh road of the Santa Fe. from Wlekenburg. reaches
the river two miles above the school
nnd agency, and when connection Is
rm ile with the main line, on the
California side the Santa Ke will
have a short line from Phoenix to
the coast. Eventually the main line
Is expected to cross the river at
Parker, abandoning the crossing at
Needles with the steep grades and
fitouent washouts of the original
line. The bridge at Tarker Is a
great undertaking. There are to be
fix concrete piers extending from
fifty to ninety feet below low water
mark, while rails cross on
n
epans
feet above the river. The approches to the bridge
will be about one hundred feet long
each making the total length approximately 1,600 feet. The cost will
come very near to one million dollars. Thus the Parker bridge will
be one of the longest, highest and
Jnoxt expensive In the southwest.
It Is estimated to require 25.000
barrels of Portland cement, all of
which La brought from Kansas. The
timbers for making cement forms
and the- false work across the river
are brought from the state of Washington.
Three shifts are employed at present in the caissons and a good sized
jiover plant Is operated to pump the
r,...-,ua
iPo,;? .? h.
v.6 CHls

."i
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HONTEZUIIA TRUST CO.
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HENRY W. SAVAGE
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Offers the

Among other ocas teacher.
cupations, he has taught high school
In West Virginia
nnd he entered
the Indian service nt Sac and Fox,
Mrs. etarr Hayes.
Oklahoma.
the
other teacher, comes from Plcurls
day school, New Mexico, where she
taught seven years, and before that
at Chiloceo, Pawnee, Cherokee, and
Cheniuwa. The only brick buildings,
which were erected by Major
are the kitchen and dining
room (with employes' rooms upstairs) and the laundry. Miss Lyda
B.
Little is cook and Miss Hattie
Parker laundress. Miss Little was
employed at Phoenix a few years
ago.
but liked Colorado River so
to return.
well that she managed
The carpenter, Mr. Edward Douthit,
Is new In the service. The temporary industrial teacher, Mr. Hampton Hunlup, has seen service at
Owyhee and other points.
Mr.
George W, Irons, the engineer, has
also had considerable experience in
the north. Dr. F. CI. Ellis, the agency physician, was formerly In the
I'nlted States marine hospital service, where he formed the acquaintance of the mosquitoes that spread
yellow fever and malaria.
He
claims to have discovered these Rpe-ciat Colorado River agency, but
has found no signs of either malaria or yellow fever In that well
known summer resort!
The Indian employes are Tom
Prennen and Mohave Bill, farmers;
Dewey Stevens and James Drennen,
assistant engineers; Charlie Nelse,
butcher; Chicken, herder;
Luclen
Hugh Kennedy,
Norris, teamster;
laborer; Pete Nelse, .Sam Jones, and
John Crook, policemen.
Whlle Colorado River was consld- iered by many. In the early days, the
Botany Bay of the Indian service
it has long outgrown its right to
that title, If It ever possessed such,
and with the advent of the railroad
and consequent possibility of
and kindred improvements
It Is becoming an Important center,
on the Arizona borderland, for Indian education and all good
es

Capita! and surplus, $iou,ooo

COLLEGE

Minnesota, Nevada, New
Mexico.
Arizona.
and
Oklahoma,
Mrs. Moses is seamstress and organist.
Miss R. Y. Cook is In charge
of the girls' home and Miss Mamie
I 'tinkle
Miss
of the boys' quarters.
Cook has been at Parker for some
years, nnd Miss Dunkle comes from
Santa Fe school. Mr. W. A. Rose-berr- y
succeeded Mr. Taylor P. Qab-bar- d
MVmtnn.i,

n

fifty-seve-

ELKS THEATER

NATIVE AMERICAN

Th

v

mm

PHILADELPHIA'S REMARKABLE
NEW YEAR PAGEANT
i

UMKI.

WIDOW
The original number

INTEREST
1

com-pan-

Wife'

mtn

George Ade

1

Ml

Exactly as Presented

t

DEPOSITS

SAVINGS
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y
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ALLOWED

One Year In New York
I 'our Months In Boston.
I'lve Months In Chicago.

I to
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A Snapshot of Grotesque
Philadelphia, Pa., Jan. 4. Of all
the New Year's celebrations In the
I'nlted States, the "Shooters'" festival
of this city is the largest. It Is a
municipal celebration and the "Shootintroducers" save 1908 a red-htion.
In gorgeousness, grotesqueness of
costume, revelry and numbers, the
parade of the Shooters New Year day
was all that the most enthusiastic follower of King Momus could demand.
The various clubs and societies
spent thousands
to outshine each
other and the result was a glitter
ing, brilliant ensemble. On the side.
walk the twentieth century gazed at
ot

7.1c, SI.OO,

$1.50. lioxcs $2

Phone 878

SKATS OX SALE SATURDAY, J.VX,
4th AT 8 O'CLOCK AT

lp1iin 1908 llevelcrs.
the fifteenth, sixteenth, seventeenth
and eighteenth, passing In glittering
MATSOVS.
review.
'More than 10.000 men were In the
Caiptalns of the competitlng
line.
clubs were attired In costumes upon
had labored
which workmen
months and whose cost ran. up Into
The trains of some
the thousands.
robes required
of the magnificent
hundreds of pages to hold them from TUESDAY, JANUARY
the pavements.
The city appropriated $5,000 and
the merchants added a like surfl to Engagement of the Eminent Actor
be divided in nrlzes among the com- netitors. The Idea UDon which all of CHARLES B. HANFORD
this splendor Is based. Is a satirical
Ming at the events of 1907.
Under the Management of
F. IjAWTtENCE VVALKEIt
In ii Notable Hevival of

We will Call for and Deliver Your Horse

Satisfaction Guaranteed

fr ELKS' OPERA HOUSE

& CO.
J.214KORBER
N. Second, Albuquerque

7lh
.i

m

and

Cleopatra

h

it.t-v- ..

.

..

Chas. Mellnl, Secretary
O. Bachechl,

Treasurer.

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
W

In stock to outfit tbo
kpmosttverytblaa
fsstldloas bar oomploto

Have been appointed exclusive! agents In the Southwest for Jos. S.
Sohlltz, Win. Iomp and St. Louis A. D. C. Breweries: Ycllcstone.
Green River, W. II. Ic Brayer's CVlar Brook, Louis Hunter, T. J
Monarch, and other brands of whiskies too numerous to mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS
But sell the straight article as received from, the best Wineries
Distilleries and Breweries in the United States. Call and inspect
our Stock and prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Price
List. Issued to dealers only.

f

75c

IMUMIf $$$t$ltlt(Mf Mltltt

000Cs0000000

SUCCESS

Elks' Theatre

THEY SAX NOTHING $TJOCEED$ LIKE SCCCE5J.
I SUPPOSE THIS IS TRUE. BUT IN ORDER TO

Saturday, Jan. 4

HAVE SOME SUCCESS WITH WHICH TO SUCCEED IT IS NECESSARY TO HAVE SOME OTHER
THING 9. ONE OF THESE IS BRAINS, AND AN
OTHER 1$ SOME MONET. WE DO NOT FUR-

A

NISH BRAINS IN SETS, BUT A PERUSAL OF
OUR COLUMNS WILL $HINE UP THE ONES YOU

Royal
Slave

hr

m w v

Successors to
MELIXI A EAKIX, and DACIIECm & GIOMI
WMOLKBALK OKALKRB IN

ir.,i

a

nt

Consolidated Liquor Company

in the causons work eight hours n
day while near the surface, six houi J
t fifty feet, and four, and three, as
depth Increases. At ninety feet they
work only two hours a day. one
hour on, four hours off. and one
hour on again. So far there have
lieen few cases of sickness or accident, but the agency physician is
the only one within reach, and the
A sumptuous
scenic production,
tlcseat hospital Is at Phoenix, 165
novel
now
electrical
effects, a
ami
miles distant. Sand and gravel for
cliorus and ballet of unusual attractthe concrete Is immediately at hand KINGSTON IS AN
the
Champion.
in
choir
Cihurch
ward
Chorus
Iiniiiaciilato CoiuviHlon
costumed, will
iveness, beautifully
and a good many Indians at two
Early mass 7 o'clock. High mass and evening.
dollars a day have been employed
tend to make tills engagement one
evening
and
service
:30;
sermon
ABANDONED CITY
In getting it out and have been givFirst lTrsbytcrlan Church Corner of the most substantial offerings of
conference 7:30.
ing good satisfaction.
The men In
Fifth street and Silver avenue. Hugh the year,
the caissons are getting J 2.50 per
A. Cooper, pa3tor. Services at 11
day, and a number of colored men
at o.. 30. Positively no One
St. Paul's Lutheran Clinrdi
m., and 7:30 p. m. At the morning I
Soiling for Songs
are employed.
Some asked me to Palatini Ilotdilciic
of .Sixth street and Silver avenue. service
Seated During an Act.
sing
will
Mrs.
H.
Collins
J.
take their pictures to send to their
An Ideal Place fur a
Kev. E. Moser, Ph. D., pastor. SunDudley
"In the Night Shall SEATS OX SALE MONDAY. JAX. .
families In Missouri, and one young
day school at 8:30 a. m. German My SongBuck's
Sanitarium.
be of Him." And at the
fellow was from Alabama and had
rlngnsn service evening service
11 a. m.
at
ervice
Miss Lillian Elwood
attended Tuskegee institute.
7:30 p. m. Everybody is cordially will sing "The Ninety and Nine" by
Kingston, N. M., Jan. 4. This ut
The work must be hastened to get town,
Invited.
Sunday
silschool at 9:45 PRICES $1.50, $1.00,
Champion.
which was once the banner
beyond danger of high water which
D
a. m.
is now
Parents are urged to send
Is sure to come in May or June. ver camp of New Mexico,
E. A. their children on the lirst Sunday
Clu 1st ihn Church Rev.
The Missouri Valley Bridge and practically an abandoned city.
hllds, pastor. Services morning and of the new year and encourage them
Of the thousands of Inhabitants
Iron company of Leavenworth, Kas.,
m. to more faithful attendance.
a.
o
10
evening.
at
school
Bible
has the contract, and the foreman, once populating this beautiful moun
service, sermon by the pas-toCharles Corliss, while a man of few tain town now perhaps a half dozen Morning
11 o'clock. Evening sermon, sub
words, is familiar with every detail families remain.
Confrretcatlonal Church Cor"Losing Jesus Out of the Life." nerFirst
Broadway and Coal avenue. Rev.
nnd keeps the whole camp moving
The once fine homes and business jectKpeclal
evening,
in
in
the
music
Wilson J. Marsh, pastor. Sunday
like clockwork.
He does not al- houses are deserted save for the
ways have such a good winter cli- mountain rats and bats that fill the cluding cornet and soprano solos.
school at the usual hour. Morning
service at 11 o'clock. Evening servmate for working. Last winter he empty halls of the old houses.
St. John's KpLscopuI Church Cor ice at 7:30.
The special musical
was at Amarlllo, Texas, and last
One can buy a palatial
residence
street.
summer in the swamps of Louisiana. here for a mere song, a fine old ner Silver avenue and Fourth
numbers will be:
At
rector.
Morning.
D..
Cook.
Ph.
Fletcher
The railroad from Wickeburg to house that cost at one time perhaps 11
a. m.. Holy Communion with ser "The Lord Is in his Holy Temple."
dollars sold Just last
Parker traverses 110 miles of dry four thousand
on "The Waste of Years." At Crloria.
mon
for
week
ib.
f
country.
plenty
of fertile
There is
Clarence Bennett's
lecture on "The King of Love my Shepherd
A magnificent hotel
that would 7:30 p. m worship with
desert soil, "but not a green thing
Shelley
Is"
wonderfully
What Is a Uentleman;-- ' t;veryDouy
commodius sanl
Scenic Production
growing, for lack of water. There make a
Superb
Offertory solo, "The Ninety and
is abundance
of mineral In the tarium could be had of the owner for welcome.
a
Klwood
pittance.
a
Miss
Lillian
mere
Nine"
approach
of
and the
mountains
The town has been going down
The liantlst C'lmrch J. A. Shaw, Response by Quartet.
transportation facilities has stimuten or more years ago when pastor. Preaching at 11 a. m., and Mrs. R. H. Lester, organist.
lated prospecting
and production. sinceslump
p. m.
in
Sunday school at 9:45 Sermon by pastor. Subject, "The
the
silver
caused
aban
the
7:30
The little scattered, straggling sta- donment of
Joy of Serving."
Young peoples meeting at
m.
the camp. For years not
tions, composed largely of tents and a pound
KveiUne Service.
of ore has been taken from 6:30 p. m. Preaching at the North
box houses, provide for the de- the
p.
m.
3:30
old
mines.
The newly organized chorus will
Seventh street mission at
mands of the miners in true fronSubject of address,
man
of
means
service.
A
the
At
lead
cordially
the
moderate
could
invited.
public
saThe
tier style in the ration of three
Mrs. It. J.
the whole town now and make morning service Mrs. McDonald will "Our Source of Supply.
loons to one restaurant. But what- buy
a
city out of it. Here is sing "The 'Ninety and Nine" by Ed Stone, organist.
ever may be said of the liquid re a sanitarium
opening
fine
some
for
benevolent
freshments, bread Is evidently a
luxury, as sandwiches are twenty organization to found a health re
sort for victims of the white plague,
Trial Catarrh treatments are being
live cents apiece.
Hank FoollxhnetM.
tttttttttgoHv-heQ&?Hcmf shrdlun
At one point, far to the south, can the
"When attacked by a cough or a mailed out free, on request, by Dr,
place
location
Is
of
Ideal
the
for
be seen from, the car windows the
or when your throat Is sore, It Shoop, Racine, Wis. These tests area
resort. The only drawback cold,
to the people without
By Clarence Bennett,
Is rank foolishness to take any other nrovinir
fantastic shapes of the Kaletail ais health
the remoteness of the place from medicine than Dr. King's New Dis- penny's cost the great value of this
mountains, the more familiar view
of "The Holy City"
author
railway,
being
good
day's
the
it
a
e.
says C. O. Eldridge, of
scientific prescription known to drug'
of which is so prominent from the stage
from the nearest railway covery,"
rlsta everywhere as Dr. Shoop's Ca1
Oa. "I have used New Discov
Southern Pacific road a little west station.driveHlllsDoro,
of the days when
story
A
nine miles away ery seven years and I know it Is the tarrh Remedy. Sold by All Dealers.
of Yuma.
useir oniy on a stage line.
was in flower in
cougns
knighthood
ana
on
remedy
for
The Colorado river reservation is The
earth
of this
town best
ROUGH DRY.
colds, croup, and all throat and lung
comprises 240,000 acres situated on leaving abandonment
Mexico.
Old
buildings
the
If
means?
you
Intact.
fur
this
Do
what
know
both sides of the river, and extend- nlshes a clue to the reason of
troubles. My children are subject to
ask our driver to explain 'it to
ing from Monument peak, a few abandonment of many of the the croup, but iNew Discovery quickly not
old cures every attack."
PRICES NEVER VARY
Known the you.
Tiiiles above Parker, almost to
prehistoric
cities
New
that
abound
IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO.
a distance of sixty miles. Mexico and Arizona. There arein many world over & the King of throat and
o
guaran
Thtre are 483 Mohave Indians on oia ruins or cities or perhaps a nun lung remedies. Sold under
"I have been somewhat costive,
the reservation, nearly all on the
thousand
inhabitants which tee at All Dealers, boo and ti.uu. but Doan's ReguleU gave Just the re
Arizona side. The tribe is gradu- dred
were evidently deserted bv their in Trial bottle free.
suits desired. They act mildly and
Seats on sale at Matson's
ally decreasing.
habitants just as
modern town
Early Risers are regulate the bowels perfectly." Geo.
Little
DeWitfs
There is a pumping plant above has been deserted, this
Book Store
perhaps
Ave.,
Aitoona,
and
fo
B.
Walnut
306
Krause,
H.
by
Sold
J.
pills
known.
best
the
good
the agency which provides a
the same reason, a failure of mines O'Rielly C.
Pa.
for
water
river
from the
Btieam of
more likely the water
supply,
irrigation, but aside from the green or
once niiea tneir immense it
alfalfa fields of the school there is wnicn
reservoirs.
A riganon
little use made of the water.
A Cure lor Miser'.
Wome day. perhaps
lie mines , .i
THE
j
few Indians have small fields under again be worked, but it will
"I have found a cure for the mishavt
ery
the ditch, but most of them prefer be soon or a new town will have
malaria poison produces," says
to raise their little patches of corn, ne DUiit ror many of the presento
It. M. Jamas, of Louellen. S. C. "It's
overmelons and squashes on the
called Electrlo Bitters, and comes In
structures are already falling into
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Most of their living, uecay.
flow
lands.
50 cent bottles.
It breaks up a case
however, is probably made cutting
of chills or a bilious attack In alwood for the school at 13.50 per
It puts yellow
no
time;
and
most
The Irlof of Pcare.
Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkots Rooting
cord, and bringing freight by boat
Jaundice clean out of commission."
The terrible Itching and smarting,
railNow
the
that
from Needles.
This great tonic medicine and blood
inciueni io certain skin diseases i
road has arrived, the freighting has almost
Duritler
elves oulck relief In all
instantly o-allayed by applyln
Mexico
New
Albuquerque,
Marquette
and
First
glen way to railroad and bridge
stomach,
liver and kidney complaints
...
...
1'hnml.Uln.
v
i ci u a
v.
rnce,
rflivc,
some
The women make
work.
and the misery or lame hack, boia
cents. For sale by All Druggists,
bead work, and the Chimt-huevl- .
undor guarantee at All Dealers.
land
who live on the government
further north, make a few fine
baskets.
Col. E. B. Atkinson, who has been
years in the Indian
Honit- sixteen
his
service,
has lately rer.ewed
8
l'ond. as required of all disbursing
years
more
serving
four
than
officers
under one appointment.
Although the buildings are poor,
many adobes with dirt roofs still be
DECEMBER 3, 1907.
ing occupied, there are numerous
Atkinevidences of Superintendent improve-sr-er.ts.
son's efforts in making
as in planting trees and
Depository
starting grass in a treeless and
LIABILITIES.
RESOURCES .J
grassless legion, making ditches and
raising alfalfa from desert lanl,
$100,000.00
Capital Stock
Loan
$515,750.77
walks, repair t
fencing, building
and erecting buildings, chief u.
RESOURCES
33,940.23
Profits
United States Bonds
105,750.00
whii h is the boys' dormitory, a fC
Loans and Discounts
y
adobe with porches on
100,000.00
Circulating Currency
Honda, Securities and Real Estate..
Banking House (Zieger bldg) 36,000 00
within and
plastered
three side-s- ,
$308,000.00
U. S. Bonds
without and with modern conven1
645,569.33
485.1S4.40
Deposits
Exchange
Vaults,
Fixtures,
5,489.9
etc
iences. This was designed and built
S94,32.61
Cash In Vault
by the superintendent and the boys,
Cash
216,518.88
with ;he help of some Irregular laCash Resources
bor
The employes in general are faith-f$879,509.56
$879,509.56
.
...
Totals
Moses,
W.
A.
and efficient. Mr.
thu chief clerk and band leader,
iias seen service In many schools in
n.

m

3. D. Eakln, President
G. Gioml, Vice President.

Antony
CHURCHES

wm
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HAVE, AND AN

ADVERTISEMENT

IN

EVENING CITIZEN WILL GO A LONG WAT

THE
TO-

WARD! SUPPLYING THE DINERO.

IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE

Em-Dir-

SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS9SSSSS4

f

to

Ehr-enbur- g,

WE FILL

$1.00, 75c, 50c.

statement; of condition of

-

The State National Bank of Albuquerque

Ufts

203

At Consistent
Prices

Albuquerque Lumber Co.

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

PRESCRIPTIONS

BUILDERS'

NUE

WEST RAILROAD AVENEXT TO BANK OF

COUUERCC

AND

j

FINISHERS' SUPPLIES

Paint None
Native nnd Chicago Lumlier. Sherwln-William- s
ter. Building Paper, Plaster, Lime, Cement, Glass, Sash, Doora,
Etc., Etc

J.

FIMT

C.

Bet-

Eta,

423 South First

BALDRIDCE

NATIONAL. BANK
OF

Albuquerque, New Mexico
United States Depository

A. T. & S. F. Railroad Company

REPORT OF CONDITION DECEMBER

two-stor-

.....

ui

,

3, 1907

LIABILITIES

.99
91,293.72

l,746.i

Capital and Surplus
Circulation
Deposits

I

252,653.02
200,000.00
2.553,027.60

1,17,46.91
$3.005, 690. 62

Totals

.$3,003,(90.61

RATnUlAY,

ALBUQUEKQUE

JANCARY 4, 1908.
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New Mexico Bills
In Congress
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HOUSE ROLL 7796.
RELATING TO A PEXSIOX
Mr. Andrew" Introduced the following JM11 Which Wax Referred to
the Committee on Pensions aivl
Ordered to Ho Printed: A Hill
Granting a Pension to Lou Butler.
Bh It enacted by the senate and
hcuse of representatives
of the
United States of America in congress assembled, That the secretary
of the interior be, and ho is hereby,
authorized and directed to place on
the pension roll, subject to the provisions and limitations of the pension laws, the name of Lou Butler,
Why Suffer from Rheumatism?
Do you know that Theumatic pains
can be relieved?
If you doubt this
Just try one application of Chamber-Iain'- s
Pain Balm. It may not give
you relief from pain but will make
rest and sleep possible, and that
certainly means a great deal to any
one afflicted with rheumatism.
For
sale by All Druggists.

pay her a pension at the rate of sixteen dollars per month.
HOUSE ROM.. 779.V
KEIjATINM TO A PEXSIOX

1

CLASSIFIED ADS

Mr. Andrews Introduced the Following Hill Which Watt Referred to

on

Pension

and

Ordiivd to He Irlnted: A Hill
Granting a Pension to Preeilinna
1

.

Valilcz.

Be it enacted by the senate and
of the
house of representatives
United States of America In
assembled. That the secretary
of the Interior be, and he is hereby,
authorized and directed to place on
ibe pension roll, subject to the provisions and limitations of the pension laws, the name of Preclliana F.
Valdiz, widow of Captain Aniceto
Valdes. company P. First regiment
New Mexico volunteer infantry, and
pay her pension at the rate of sixFOR RENT
teen dollars per month,
HOUSE ROM; 7794,
Furnlfhed rooms and
RELATING TO A PENSION' FOR BENT
board in the Highlands. 615 East
Central.
Mr. Andrews Introduced the Following Hill WIUVli Was Referred to FOR RENT Nice clean furnished
on
and
Pensions
rooms, modern. S09H West CenCommittee
the
Ordered to He IVlnud: A Hill
tral avenue.
a IVnslon to Igmicio FOR RKNT Furnished
Granting
rooms for
salnxar.
Apply at 109
light housekeeping.
East Coal avenue.
Be It enacted by the senate and FOR RENT Two modern rooms for
of the
house of representatives
light housekeeping. Inquire at 418
United States of America in conWest Sliver avenue.
gress assembled. That the secretary
624 So.
of the interior be, and he Is hereby, FOR RENT Minneapolis, lighthouse-keepinSecond St., rooms for
authorized and directed to place on
Cheapest
rooms.
Also
bed
protho pension roll, subject to the
in city.
visions and limitations of tho penr,
modern
sion laws, the name of Ignaclo
KENT
FOR
late private in company P,
frame house, furnished. 315 South
Broadway. Call at 309 South
First regiment New Mexico volunteers, and pay him a pension at the
Broadway.
rate of twelve dollars per month.
FOR RENT Three rooms at 208
South Third, near corner of Gold
PROPOSALS
OFFICE
FOR
avenue. Also 4 rooms at corner of
RUILDINO. Department of the In
Roma avenue and Fifth street.
terior. Office of Indian Affairs, WashHouses, lots and ranches for sale,
ington, D. C, Pec. 5, 1907, Sealed
close In. E. H. Dunbar, Gold aveProposals plainly marked on the outnue and Third street.
side of the pealed envelope, "Proposals for Office Building. Santa Fe,
FOR SALE
New Mex." and addressed to
the
Affairs,
of Indian
Commissioner
Washington, D. C, will be received
at the Indian Office until 2 o'clock FOR SALE Home baking, taffies.
p. m. of Jan. 13, 1908, for furnishing
Jellies, etc. 109 E. Coat. Mrs. C. W.
the necessary materials and labor to
Fineron.
an office FOR SALE Ten pounds extracted
construct and complete
building at the Santa Fe School,
honey for $1; 60 pound can for J5.
N. Mex.. in strict accordance
with
Order by postal. W. P. Allen, P. O.
plans, specifications and Instructions
Box to 2, Arbuquerque, N. M.
to bidders, which may be examined FOR SALE A brand new Stevens'
at this office, the offices of "The Citisingle barrel shot gun. never fired.
zen," Albuquerque, N. Mex., "The
A high grade and strictly up to
New Mexican," Santa Fe N. Mex.,
date gun. Inquire at The Citizen
Exthe Builders'
and Traders'
office.
changes at Omaha, Nebr., St. Paul,
A few bargains In good
Minn., and Minneapolis. Minn.; the FOR SALE
property cheap if taken
within
AssoNorthwestern Manufacturers'
the next few days. One of the best
ciation, St. Paul, Minn.; the U. S.
business corners in the city; some
Indian Warehouses at Chicago, 111.,
choice business lots; a nine room,
Omaha. Nebr., St. Louis, Mo., New
frame dwelling, modern,
York, N. Y.. and at the school. For
cottages with
close in; two
further Information apply to C. J.
bath and electric lights $2600 for
Crandall, Supt.,
Fe, New
Santa
50-on
East
both;
lots
three
Acting
Mex.
C. F. LAURABEE,
Central avenue $200 for all three,
Commissioner.
A.
o
and many more like them.
Fleischer, real estate and InsurPalace Car and Desert brand fruit
ance, 212 'i South Second street.
at Champion Grocery Co.
ss

con-grf-

THEY REACH MORE PEOPLE DAILY THAN YOU CAN SEE IN A MONTH

g.

Sal-azn-

Six-roo- m

ft

A LITTLE WANT AD
IN THE CITIZEN
V

PAGE SEVEH.

widow of John Itutler, late "Of troop
L, Ninth United States cavalry, and

the Committee

HOCSH ROLL 7708,
RELATING TO A PENSION
Mr. Andrew Introduced tho Following
Which Wn Referred to the
Comtulltce on lVnuions and
A lull
to Ito Printed:
to George A.
Grunting a Fen-HoKlgdon.
Be It enacted by the senate and
of the
house of representatives
United States of America In congress assembled. That the secretary
of the Interior be, and he la hereby,
authorized and directed to place on
the pension roll, subject to the provisions and limitations of the pensions laws, the nam of George A.
Rlgdon, late of company P, Third
regiment United states Infantry, and
pay him a pension at the rate of
thirty dollars per month.
HOUSE ROLL 7797,
HlUIiATINU TO A PENSION
Mr. Andrews Introduced the Following Hill Which Was Referred to
the Committee on IViisIohm mid
Ordered to lie Printed: A Hill
Granting a lvnslou to Luclla 8.
Gullup.
Be It enacted by the senate and
house of representatives
of the
United States of America in congress assembled, that the secretary of the interior be. and he Is
hereby, authorized and directed to
place on the pension roll, subject to
the provisions and limitations of the
pension laws, the name of Luell.i 8.
Gallup, widow of Charles C. Gallup, late first lieutenant company C,
Fifth regiment United States artillery, and pay her a pension at the
rate of thirty dollars per month.

CITIZEN.

EVENING

TELEPHONE

WANTED
WANTED

Washwoman.

izen office.
WANTED Two

OPPORTUNITIES
Apply

PERSONAL PROPERTY

Cit-

well dressed men
and ladles for "College Widow,"
big foot ball scene. Call at theater
stage 6: SO p. m Monday;
WANTED To make your old hats
and clothes look like new, In the
car, west Gold avenue.
Phone
580.

goons,
WANTED Gents'
second
hand clothing, shoes and hats at
615 South First street, south
of
viaduct. R. J. Sweeney.
WANTED Books o audit or correct, bookkeeping or otllce systems
to open, books t keep evenings.
Much experience.
Address, D. S.
B., care Citizen offloe.
WANTED Ladles desiring millinery
at cost for next ten days call on
Miss C. P. Crane, BIS North SecMillinery and dressond street.
making parlors. Phone 944.
wanted.
WANTED .For vacancy, salesmen experienced In any line to sell general trade in New Mexico.
Year's
eontract. liberal commissions with
35.00 weekly advance. One salesman earned $1.233.52, his first two
months with us. The Continental
Jewelry Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
WANTED Able bodied, unmarried
men, between ages of 21 and 35;
citizens of United States, of good
character and temperate habits,
who can speak, read and write
English. For information apply to
Recruiting Officer, 203 E. Central
Aye., Albuquerque. New Mexico.
igh
WANTED General agents for-h4 5 H. P. automograde
bile; start now for 1908, don't
wait, capital required, big profit.
Pullman M. V. Co., 503 Blsher
Kldg.. Chicago.
WAXTBI) Capable men to till
technical, office and mercantile positions.
We can place
you In the position for which you
are qualified. Southwestern Business Association, 203 '4 East Central avenue, Albuquerque, N. M.
Phone 257.
WANTED Men who are especially
qualified for high class positions;
Btenographers. bookkeepers, managers, salesmen and office men, for
positions In New Mexico, Arizona,
Texas and Mexico. Ho not call unless you can give the best of references.
Southwestern
Business
Association, 203
East Central
avenue, Albuquerque, N. M. Phone
257.

PERSONAL Wealthy lady, considered handsome, desires to marry
young or middle aged man of respectable appearance.
No objection to mechanic or one living In
the country. Miss Leaman, Dept.
129, Industry Bldg., Chicago.

IB
k1

and

I.O.IXS

MONEY to LOAN

Highland Livery

DENTISTS

FOR SALE.
Six room house, West Xew

York avenue

4 room abolio. Iron roof, lot
00x400,
Mountain road,

2,50

near car line..

1,600

ward

2,000

5 room cement

house, 3rd

frame, corner lot,
1,10
3rd ward
8 room frame, 2 lots, closo
S.OOO
In
5 room brick, modern, cor2,650
ner lot, 2nd ward
5 room frame, 4th ward,

4 room

corner

1,500

Three room brick, Fourth
1,400
ward
One of the swcllowt resi7,500
dences In town
Six room
brick, modem,
8,250
clone In
Seven room brick, mod-

8,500
ern
Ranches from two to 200
acrea.
Iots In all parts of town.
alinlfn ranch within a few blocks of the
; 4.500
Mtreet cur lino
alfalfa ranch five
miles north of town 865
per acre.
FOR RKNT.
Honses from 2 to 8 rooma.
Money to Joan In sums to salt.

MISS CRANE
pnoiim

etam.

aon

.

W. L. TR1MI5LE & CO.
LIVERY, SALK. FEED AND
J
TRANSFER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and E
changed.
BEST TOURNOUT3 IN THE CTTS
Second Street between Central
Copper Avenue.

an

JAP-A-LA-

408 Witt Railroad Awnoo

R. W. D. RYAN
Attorney at Law.

TOTI A OR API

First National Bank Building.

Office,

Albuquerque. N. M.

E. W. DOBSON
Attorney at taw.

Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine line of Imported Wines, Llquora
and Cigars.
Place your orders
for this line with us.
NORTH THIRD S3.

THIRD STREET

Office, Cromwell Block,
Albuquerque, N. M.

Meat Market

IRA 31. BOND
All Kinil'4 of Fresh and Salt MeMt
Attorney at Lew.
Steam Sausnire Factory.
EMIL KL1EXWOKT
Pensions, Land Patents. Copyrights,
Masonic
Building, North Third ft tree!
caveats. Letter Patents, Trade
Mark. Claims.
32 P. street, N. M. Washingn, D. C. fixxxxxi
rxxxxxzH

HOME

T1IOS. K. D. M ADDISON
Attorney-at-La-

OUTFITTERS

Office with W. B. Chllders,
117 West Gold Avenue.

New Year's night, white English setter, with black collar, reward if returned to A. J. Crawford, 1102 Tljeras.

LOST

Tailoring ana

Oraaamaklng

Don't Forget The

LAWYERS

and Loons. Notary
SIS V. GoM Ave.

FOUND

Ladle

Thos. F. Keleher

re

Real

MILLINER

DR. J. K. CRAFT
ALBUQUERQUE PUKING
Mill
Rental Surgery.
Rooms 2, and 3. Harnett Building, THE OLDEST MILL IX THE CITT,
Over O'lilelly's Drug store.
lien in need or snsli, door, frames)
Appointmcnta mmlo by mail.
etc. Screen work a stoclalty. 41
Phono 741.
South Fine street. Telephone 433. .
EDMUND J. ALGER, D. D. S.
Office hours, A a. m. to 13:30 p. m.
1:30 to 5 p. m.
DEVOES READY PAINT
Appointments mado bv mall.
Gallon Covers 60(1 Square Feed
30rt Wcjrt Central Ave. Phone 456. Olio PALMETTO
ROOF PAINT
Stops Leaks, Lawts Five Years.

30-ac- re

A. MONTOYA

CARDS

W. M. SIIKR1DAX, M. D.
Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon.
Occidental iTfe Rnlldlnj;.
RAM BROOK BROS.
Telephone 886.
Phone 58.
112 John S,
Saddle horses a specialty.
lies
DH. F. J. PATCIIIX
In
drivers
the city. Proprietors of
"Sadie," the picnic wagon.
Phyrdcinn and Surgeon.
Office over Vann Drug Store. OfY
fice hours 9 to 12 a. m.. 2 to 5, and
UP- - TO -- DATE STYLES
7 to H p. in.
Phones, of lice 441, residence 695.
AT COST TRICE

Furniture, Pianos, Organs Horses,
Wagons and other Chattels also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10 and as high as
$200. Loans are quickly made and
strictly private.
Time: One month
to one year given. Goods remain in
your possession. Our rates are reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.
DR. R. L. Hl'ST
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAX CO.
Physician
and Surgeon.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Itooms 6 A 7. X. T. A mil jo Building.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
303 M West Railroad Ave.
IU. SOLOMOX L. BFRTOX.
PRIVATE OFFICES
Physician and Surgeon.
Highland Office. 610 South Walter
Open Evenings,
Street. Phone 1030.
DRS. BROXSGX & BROXSOX
Homeopathic Physicians
and Surgeons. Over Vann'a nrtig Store.
REAL
STATE BARGAINS
Phone, Office, and Res.. 628.
On

Pwhll.-- .

LOST

BUSINESS

PHYSICIANS

CXXKXJCXXXXXXXXXXXKXXXTXXOO

Every Thing
Necessary for
Housekeeping

INSURANCE

For Rent

B. A. SLEYSTER

Thornton,

fer

If;

looming flat, modern
Bargain
in
real estate, call and see.
AcciAgent for Travelers'
dent or Life Insurance Co.

at a bargain.

The Cleaner

Insurance, Real Estate, Notary
Public.
Rooms 12 and 11, Cromwell Block,
Albuquerque, N. M. Photie 136.
A. E. WALKER

lire Insurance.
Third
Secretary
Building Asrociatlon
Mutual
street.
The only real steam
217 Went Central Avenue.
219 South 2nd Stmt
cleaning plant In the southwest.
We are now better prepared than OCCCXXXXXXXXX)CXXXX)COCCXXXX)
UNDERTAKERS
ever before to clean anything that
Is cleanable.
In denning, pressing and repairing clothes, we take
BORDERS.
the front seat. All we ask Is a
trial. All work guaranteed. SecUNDERTAKER.
ond hand clothing bought and
sold. Goods called for and delivered on short notice.
FRENCH & ADAMS
CNDERTAKERS.
at

Located

M. L. SCHUTT

121 North

PHONE 460

Embalming a Specialty.

VETERINARil

AGENT

New Home

WILLIAM BELDEX
Veterinary.
Surgery and Dciitlniry a Sieclalty.
402 South Edith
Phone 405.

Sewing Machine
All kinds of Household
Goods at reduced prices
,
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COMING
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A little want ad, day by day,
Does the workyou draw the pay,
It sets the people you don't know,
And helps you make your business grow.

DR. H. D. PETTI I'OUD
Veterinary.
Practical Therapeutics,
Obstetrics
and Hurgery on Horses, Cattle, Sheep
Hi(fS, Dog and Cats.
Office with
Thornton, the Cleaner, 121 North
Third, Phone
460.
Hospital
and
Kesidence, 733 South Walter. Residence phone, 620.

If You Want A
Plumber

EVENTS

January 4 The Royal Slave.
January 7 Chas. H. Hanford, In
Anthony and Cleopatra.
January 8 fcJluyton Jubilee Singer
at Klk' opera houae under the
of the Brotherhood of St. Paul
of the First MethodUt church.
January 10 The Lieutenant and
the Cowboy.
January 15 Clarence Eddy, famous organist, at Presbyterian church.
January 15 Murray & Mack In
Sunnyslde of Broaway.
January 21 For Mother's Sake.
January 23 Tramp Show with
au-pic-

band.
February

February
February
February

March
Stampede.

10

14
18
19
24

es

The Burgomaster.
Are You Crazy?
Vendetta.
The Holy City.
the
The Girl and

MISCELLANEOUS

t.

Telephone No. 61

The Standard

bl'K.VCKJt
Architect.
1221 South Walter.
Phone
W.

6AS.

Dr. Vaucaire's

Formula
Our work is as our name
implies, and our charges are
right.
Standard Plumbing & Keating

by
Mrs.
Recommended
Henri
Pymes. to develop the bust from i
to e Inches.
Guaranteed to be made from the
true Galega Extract.
Is perfectly
hat mless.
The Vaucalre Formula Is a general
tonic, but It has a specific effect upon
the bust, frlce 7b cents, tor sale by
Co Highland Pharmacy and Al-

.

varado rharmacyj

.

e4SPinrfVr.l'

DAVIS & ZEARINC
305 W. Gold Ave.

:xtxxxtxxt

Direct Route
The .Mining Camps of Colorado, .
Utah and Nevada; to Denver.
Springs and Pueblo Is via Ota?
Xk--ra-

do

Denver&RioGranEfo
RAILWAY
Through the fertile San Luis Valley,
alw to the San Juau county of Coto.
nulo.
For Information as to rules, treJa
service, descriptive literature, et
call on or address
F. n. McBRIDE.
Agent, Santa Fte. N. M.
S. K. HOOPER,
G. I". & T. A, Denver. Colo- HAIR

DRESSER AND CHIROPODIST

Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors opposite the Alvarado and next door to
Sturgea' cafe, is prepared
to gWei
thorough scalp treatment,
do
dressing, treat corns, bunions and hair
Ingrowing nails.
She gives massage
treatment and manicuring.
bambini's own preparation of complexion cream builds up the sain and
improves the complexion, and la
guaranteed not to be Injurious. Bhe
also prepares a hair tonic that cure
and prevents dandruff and hair falling out; restores life to dead hair;
removes moles, warts and superfluous)
hair. Massage treatment by vibrator
machines. For any blemish of to
(ace call and consult Mrs. Bambini
M-r-

KILL the COUGH
AND

CURE

WITH

tmb LUNGS

Dr. King's

Now Discovery
?BICB

OLDS

AND

TtM Bottle Free
l . THROAT ANOtUMQ TROUBLES.

GUARANTEED SAlIdKACXOit
Oil MONEY U1UTJMDED.

L

3n weal

PAKAOKAIMiS

V

KAILKURlMi E.J&

Improve your standing
During the new year by wearing our shoes.
Put your ioot in them. You will find them as

comfortable as old shoes, and yet they always
look like new ones because they hold their shape.

The reason: They are trim, snug, symmetrical

fitters; conform to the foot as a glove does to
the hand. If you doubt our word, try them and
be convinced.
'JIKN

S

MKX'S

IHJKSS
JIKAVY

$2.50 to $5.00
1 83
s.so to 5.00
2.50 to 5.00
1.75 to 3.50
1.25 to S.50
100 to 2.75

SIIOI:s
NIIOKS

.sir.vs moil top Kiiors
Wlffll'A'S

IKliS

SlIOl'.S

V(rtlH'S WAl.RINO

SIIOKN

WOMFA'S KMITKIkS
SIHIK'S MHt HOYS AM)

ilUUS

.

being.

REDUCTION

j

IMbVL

r

TO

OF

IN PROPORTION

SI2 cut

.T ..V

ALL

bed.

HATS

MISS LUTZ
208 South Steona
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DIAMOND PALACE

Railroad Avenue

DlnmoncK Watches, Jewelry. Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware.
Invite your trade and guarantee a Square Deal.

We

oooooooooooooo

Montezuma
Cleaning and
Pressing Co.
Methods.
Equipment.

Most Modern
First-Cla-

ss

Satisfaction of No Money.

210 West Gold
2

T. E. ZE3SER,

Prop.

0COOOO)OO00OOOO

C0E

Jeweler

PHONE 1105

oookcoooooooog

EVERYTHING IN

110

THE JEWELRY LINE

South
Second

Fine Watch Repairing

ooooottoooooooao

Special Shirt Sale
In order to close out all our
broken lines of fine Shirts we
have made the following

75 cent Shirts, neat patterns

the Misses Helolne and Dlberta, and
son, Scott Dlbert, of Manta Fe, have
left for Long Heach, Calif., where
they will spend the winter.
Attorney E. V. Chaves returned to

the city last nigh from a business
Mr.
trip to Santa Fe.
Chavea
called upon Governor Curry yester
day afternoon and found him sick In

to $5

PATTERN

Frank plhert ami daughters.

50 cents

JnWith two collars to match

$1.25 Monarch Shirts ...

.80 cents

$1.75 Cluett Fine Shirts.

$1.25

The Jury venires for the February
term of Sandoval county court were
drawn by judge Ira A. Abbott tbl
afternoon. The term Is set to open
the first Monday in February.
representing the
H. A. Duckley.
Great Western Life Insurance com
pany of Kansas City, was Joined here
yesterday by Mr. Bubkley and aon,
who arrived from Denver.
Members of the Independent Order
of Odd Fellowa will meeting at the
at 1:30
hall tomorrow
afternoon
o'clock for the purpose of attending
the funeral of Frank Klelowort In
a body.
Miss Mary Menaul returned to Al
buquerque on the limited toady from
a nix weeks' visit at her home in
Chicago. She was accompanied by
her broiher, llobert Menaul. who will
remain In our city several week
Harry McCrea. of Silver City,
brother of John McCrea of this city.
arrived from the Grant county me
thopolls yesterday. Mr. McCrea says
that in all seventeen games went out
of business as a result of the law.
assistant
Rev. Father Castanier,
pastor of the Guadalupe church In
Santa Fe. has arrived in that city
and will at once assume the duties of
the church. He was formerly assistant priest of the Catholic church at

CLOSES SUCCESS-

INTO NEW

MOVED

Thp Home HoKtaurant ar.nouncra
another Mb turkey feast fur tomorrow
at 12 o'clock.
Oiptaln Froil FnrnnfT, of th New
Mexico rnountnl police, Is In Albuquerque on business.
Horn, to Mr. and Mrs. F. N. Nnrrt.
823 South Killth street. January 3,
daughter.
an eleven-poun- d
Piissptiirern on the California limit-p- il
t"ily reported snow In Kansas
and all the way to Chicago.
IMstrlrt Clerk John Venable spent
yesterday In Uallup attending to lie- Ktnley county court business.
The Toadies of the (J. A. It. nre re
quested to be present at public InV. hall. Saturday
.
stallation t.
night at ":3" o'clock.
of
iH. J. Hngnrman,
New MVxicn. left this morning for
valley
In
Teens
his home
the
after
a pleastiu visit In the city.
James K. claik. territorial super
intendent of schools. Is in Albuquerque looking after business matters.
He will return to Santa Fe tonight.
M. It. Williams, general foreman
IH the Santa Fe ulDci at Imh Vega.s,
is confined to hi home on account
f Illness, but Is reported to be Im
proving.
F. (. Rtrtlett. a prominent sheep
raiser of Socorro county. Is In the
city on bualness.
Mr. Ilartlett says
that a fine ruin fell all over Socorro
county yesterday and the day before.
Deputy Sheriff J. A. Montoya ac
IXJpez,
companied Henjamin
a"as
Juan Hernandez, to Santa Fe yester
day Kopen has been placed In the
territorial penitentiary for the time
iMrs.

I!!

FUL

closed out in a

few days, as they are good

values.

119 South Second
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119 Wett Gold

See
the Big

dles

officers of the Presbyterian

,

FUNERAL

lTrVS IIOMK M.IK CAXDIES.
WALTON'S IMtl'tl STORE.

CO A

M ERIC

CEIUULLOS

SMinilNU

LI

IWmIs-s- .

ONLY.

WO O D
!.

Fine Haviland China
Dinner Sets
!

100 Pieces, only $42.50

54 Pieces, only $22.00

DIAMONDS ARE TRUMPS

ALL THE TIME
INCREASING IN V ALT'S STEAD
ILY, 15 TO 30 PER CENT. WE
HAVE FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS
WORTH OF SMALL STONES WE
WILL SELL AT LOWER PRICES
THAN THEY CAN BE BOI7GUT A I
WHOLESALE.
VANN JEWELRY CO.
One Door South of Drug SUae.

r rr irnnn
jinn

210

westr

Gold

210
west

' vvGold

TAXIDERMIST
Birds a Specialty
P. MATTEUCCI
SHOE

STORE

Genuine
Dinner Sets
Semi-Porcela- in

100 Pieces, only $22.05
54 Pieces, only $13.00
These Are Exceptionally Good Rates.
Odd Numbers and Beautifully Ornamented Pieces
at Correspondingly Low Rates.

Wagner Hardware Co.
321-32- 3

REPAIRS

AND

West Central

1

Green Front
105 North First Street

GUARANTEE

Fall 2,000 Pounds

MS. FlrllclPiENT

IN CAMP OR FIELD AT
MOUNTAIN OR SHORE
Thn

Is

ilwiyst chine

to .njoy torn
TO
A

hooting

8H00T WELL VOU MUST BE EQUIPPED WITH
RELIABLE FIREARM : th only kind wt bav
making for uowirdt

n fifty year.

Our Line; RIFLES, PISTOLS, SHOTGUNS,
RIFLE TELESCOPES, ETC.

Aftk your
8TKVENH.

PAYS
CLAIM

Itoaler, mid luaist on th
Where not ftolct hy Retailers, we ship dlrvi-t- , exprewii pre-Preceipt
of C'tttttloK priv.
Uon
4i r I 44
I'uum II in .
MnJ
catMlufg. An inllsMble buolt. of
ruuy
tor tmum HM boy
houtfn. M (tiled flur 4 cat
In
ul
tice. Ileautlffl'or
l
ulor
41

Mr. F. H. Sohwentker,

THlERjj

COAL.

FOR CASH

,

ANOTHER

SIMON STF.RN

NATIVE KINDLING

to

In

it

THE CENTRAL AVENUE

W. II. IIAHN & GO,

Ihnvh.ninI by AttciHling

1

No

TELEPHONE

Will Pay Tribute

Green Tag Ad
S

li

MlxeS.

CLEAX OAS COKE.

OF FRANK

PACIFIC MUTUAL

AX BLOCK.

Furnace,

The funeral of Frank Klelnwort,
yesterday
whose
death
occurred
morning, will take place tomorrow
afternoon at 2:30 o'clock from the
&
- French
undertaking parlors
Adams, cornet;" of Central avenue nnd
Fifth street, i 'Several lodges, of
which the deceased was a member
In good standing, will attend the fun
i
eral In bodies, e
(Frank Klelnwort was 45 years of
age, and although a native of Ger
many, has resided In America the
most of his life. He was In the
t'nited States' army In the Philippines. He was a brother of Emil
Klelnwort, the North Third street
butcher, and, Otto Klelnwort, organizer fur the Fraternal Brotherhood.
both well known throughout the ter
ritory.
Mora.
Rev. Moser. pastor of the German
Mrs. David M. White returned' to Lutheran
church, will officiate at the
her home in anta
Fe Thursday funeral services.
will be
evening from Council Bluffs, Iowa, made at Fairvlew Interment
cemetery.
whither she accompanied
the re- Odd Fellows will have charge of The
the
mains of her mother who was burled services at the cemetery.
In that city.
he has since been vls
itlng relatives there.
A native. Garcia by name, was
BROTHER SI" WILL
the
sentenced to fifteen days on
street gang by Police Judge Craig
this morning for lighting.
Garcia
ENTERTAIN TONIGHT
engaged In a little rough and tumble
aigument with C. Salazar. The evicase
dence in the
showed that Garcia
had been entirely responsible for the
.Many Cu.ts Have ITomlsos to Be
trouble and Salazar was dismissed.
ITpsoiil
ITiilr iToimstft IO IM?
F. A. Benson, 21 years old, died
fid One.
a IR-liof consumption on South Edith street
early this morning. Tht. remains are
"Hrothur Si'' Is going to give a par
being held at the undertaking establishment of F. H. Strong awaiting ty this evening to a. large number of
friends,
living
who have Invited themselves.
at
the Instructions of relatives
' Brother
l" was told last ween
Jamestown. N. V., who have been
that he was .going to give a party
notified. Henson came to Albuquerque about two months ago.
this evening, and he eald all right
He would be at home all night
This morning he began receiving
acceptance.-!- , not one but many. Uhey
were something llKe this:
"Mr. and Mrs. Jones accept wun
great pleasure your kind invitation
OF VALUED PRESENTS for Saturday evening.
Preparations for the party are well
advanced and will be entirely corn- Dieted before the hour for the arrival
Kiigt-ntv- r
of l4H.iiintivn
ltrolliiiuxl
of the guests. The affair promises
n lid
Hold Public
to be a very pleasant one.
Installation of Of Herat.
The Ladles of the G. I. A. and the
H. of L. K.. held public Installation
ytsterday afternoon at Odd Fellows'
hall. Mrs. J. H. Fenner. retiring
president, was Installing officer. The
following officers of the O. I. A. were
Installed for the ensuing year:
President 'Mrs. H. L. Abel.
Vice President
Mrs. John Rueto.
Treasurer Mrs. G. H. Sounders.
Secretary Mrs.
Insurance
John
I'.uiler.
Secretary Mrs. J. A. Rough.
Guide 'Mrs. E. W. Sower.
Sentinel Mrs. E. W Davis
A past president pin and cut glass
."ugar bowl and creamer were pre
willed to Mrs Fenner, the retiring
president, 'by Mrs. J. H. Holman, the
past president. After installation the
guests and members were Invited to
the banquet hall, where they partook
of a fine supper prepared by the

L

ANTHRACITE

I
Many

'

The annual reports of the various
church to
the congregational session held last
light showed that the past year had
leen one of progress! and prosperity
D. A. lilttner,
for tht congregation.
roiisurer for th church, stated in
his report that the resources of the
building fund would exceed $25,000.
The report of the board of trus- the income of the
ies whoned
church for the year l'.iOT to have
been $3,200. ,
was
H. F. Schwentker
eieeiea
rustee to fill a vacancy and J. A.'lark was made an additional memier of the board.
The Ladies Aid society paid $1,300
nto the church building fund dur-n- g
the year.
A socUl hour followed the business
se.Hlon, at which refreshments were
served.

With a new name and n ninaiiifl-cen- t
new building with a tralnload
of new goods the well known dry
good'-house owned by It. Ilfeld and
H. fcplts should be in line for a large
amount of new business.
The old firm name of U. Ilfeld &
Co., has been
dl.scarde.d
for the
title of
euphoneous and business-lik- e
Ilfeld-Kplt- z
company,
Mercantile
The
which includes the names of both
owners.
The company has Just moved Into
Its new building constructed especially for the business by T. A. Whitten
at the corner of Gold avenue and
Third . street. The new home Is one
of the finest brick buildings In the
eliy. It has three stories and Is provided with an adequate elevator. The
second and third lloors will be used
as stock rooms.
The shipping department and the
main office are on the first floor, tho
boxing of goods for shipmeni being
done In the rear. A spacious and
airy office occupies the Gold avenue
front of the building
The B. Ilfeld Co. was one of the
leading dry goods houses of Albuquerque for ten years, doing a wholesale and retail business, covering a
territory that reached from Raton, X.
iM .. to Needles, Cal.
A .vear ago the
firm retired from the retail business
and devoted Iffeelf entirely to its
wholesale trade. The latter has grown
so that within the year the company
found its former quaneVs inadequate
for Its growing business.
The new wholesale house of The
llfeld-Spit- z
Mercantile Dry Goods
company would be a compliment to
a city several times the size r Al
buquerque.

rnrn

Co.

Pacific Mutual Life Insurance
Dear Sir:
Relative to the policy I took out
with your company on July ih, 1K07.
On the 13th day of December, 107,
I entered a claim for sick benefits to
the amount of J82.14, and on the
24th day of the same month I was
notified to appear at your office as
awaiting me in
a che-there was
full of my claim.
I certainly appreciate the promptness with which my claim was met,
and wish to thank you for your
kindly consideration.
Vours respectfully.

(pi ioiir
HnKcr lrwrd4l
atnnu.
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In every ton of coal leaving our yard, and Lave

al-

The following ad, or one
ways made this guarantee.
similar to it, appeared for years in both our daily papers.

2,000 Pounds Guaranteed or a Present
Made of the Coal.
We defy any individual, firm or corporation to truthfully say that short weight was ever given to any of
our customers.
WE HANDLE THE BEST Gallup Coal, Americ&n
Mock, Crested Butte Hard Coal, Furnace, Stove and
Xut. Also Mill Wood, Mountain Wood, Kindling and
Coke.

k

JOHN S. BEAVEN

502 South

First

v. Mcdonald.
FDR SALE One room house, good
Ii Is very important and !n fact
lot. A snap for 1450. Porterlleld It Is absolutely necessary to health
Co., 216 West Gold avenue.
that we give relief to the stomach
cot promptly at the first siRn or trouble
Foil .SALE 'Four and
tages; prices and terms reasonable. Take somchlnn once In a while, es
meals; something like
pecially
TOO LATE TO C1.ASSIFT.

after
Frank Ackerman, Room 1, Grant
KOUOL for Dyspepsia ann inures
building.
will enable your stomach to
Hon.
It
i"uU fciALK Fine new
mod
ilo Us work Dronerly. frold by J. ll.
ern houso on South Walter Mtreet. O
Co.
lllelly
A bargain.
Term eaxv. I'orier-ilel- d
Co.. 216 West Oold avenue.
IFI'.'S DEUflOl'S HOT ruoco
in Eastern AddiWALTON'S Dltl ti Slolli:.
Foil SALK Ijo'.s
LATK.
o
tion from $."i0 up. Easy terms.
218
1'ortertield Co.,
Uie IlusJiinss.
W'usi Gold
It
Chamberlain,
of Clin
E.
Mr. E.
FOR KENT Seven-rouhouse oil ton. Maine, Fay of Hucklen'n 1Arnica
have
North Fourth itreet; Ftrlctly mod- Salve. "It does the business;
ern. Inquire at 61a North Fourth. used it for idles and It cured them
it
chapped
hands
and
I'sed it for
A Hiirlier Jl. ulih lx v I.
Applied ll to an old
enrol them.
"I have, icaihed a higher health hiiix and it haled it witnoui leav
level since I began usIhk l'l. King'
inir a scar behind." 25c at All Deal
.New Lire 1'llln." write J;u'ol fciirmg
ers.
er, of West Franklin, Maine.
"They
keep my stomach, liver and bowel
Our shl' t and collar work Is per
working Ju.t rii!ht." If these pill feet. Our "IKMI"IIC ll.MsH
We lead other
disappoint you on trial, money will the proper thing.
25l-follow.
be refunded at All Dealers.
CO.
LAITNDHY
IMI I ItIL
To Cure a Cold In Ono Day.
Take neVlit Kidney and Uladde
Takft LAXATIVE DKOUO Qulnln.
Tablets. DruKtfltita refund money if Pills. They prmptly relieve tck
E. W. GROVE'S ache and wik brX. Sold by J. ll
it fall to euro.
ignature li on each box. 2 Sc.
O'Hieliy Co.
1

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

EAR

Adopt New Name and Are Church Building Fund Has
$25,000 In
Out After New Business
Raise J 1. 300.
With New Goods.

lx

These will be

IBOS.

1.

ILFE10 AND SPITZ HAVE

PERSONAL
5

S.TtllDAT, JAM AKT

CITIZEN.

EVENING

ALBUQUERQUE

riGK raairr.

.

THE BEST PLACE IN TOWN TO BUY YOUR

HMRBWMRE
Ranch Supplies, Harness and Saddlery
'

WE AIM TO PLEASE.

PRICES ALWAYS RIGHT

